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PROBABLE IMPACTS OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF

CHINA ON THE SECURITY COUNCIL, GENERAL ASSEMBLY AM) SECRETARIAT

With the vote on the "China Question" shifting increasingly in the

direction of representation for the PRO, there has been a corresponding

shift in attention from the problem whether or when its entry will take

place to the more practical question: what will be the effects of such

representation on particular organs of the United Nations. Speculation

on this issue ranges all the way from the dire and ominous to the highly

beneficial and essential.

An example of the apprehensive approach to this question was voiced

at the Secretary-General1s press conference on 18 January, when a correspondent

queried whether representation of the PRC would not "so upset the established

patterns of the United Nations as to be almost damaging to the organization

itself". This type of concern has been expressed annually during the General

Assembly debates on the restoration of the lawful rights of the PRC where

opponents of representation have, for nearly two decades, warned the United

Nations against such an eventuality. During the last session,for example,

adherents of the "negative impact" position, though dwindling in numbers,

remained constant in their logic. The central theme of their argument was

that China is not a peace-loving State and its ideology of violence and

policy of aggression were incompatible with the Charter.

Those challenging the "incompatibility" thesis, on the other hand,

rest their case on the argument that "denial of the PRC of its right to be

represented in the United Na'tions violates the Charter and undermines the

concept of universality".

I/ This position raises a number of interesting empirical questions. For
example, are all China's policy objectives incompatible with those of the
United Nations? If not, what percentage of these are incompatible? The
question may also be raised, to what extent would the PRC be able to realize
its policy objectives through utilization of existing Ihited Nations machinery
and to what extent would changes have to be made, either in United Nations
operations or in the policies themselves.
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Interestingly enough, these sharply conflicting positions had one

common feature, namely, the vagueness of the consequences envisaged. Neither

group seemed able to specify just how the United Nations would be affected.

Thus the issue of consequences remained uncertain and imprecisely formulated.

Apparently recognizing this, the representative of Tunisia, during the last

session of the General Assembly, took the view that "it is a duty of the

United Nations to analyse the consequences resulting from the restoration

of the legitimate rights of the People's Republic of China." He, for one,

believed that whatever is said, the contribution of the PRC would be "considerable1

Furthermore, his delegation had reason to believe that the PRC would ally its

efforts with those of all peace-loving countries for the common good. "Whether

it be the cuestion of the struggle against apartheid. the ruestion of completing

the process of de-colonization or the cuestion of working for the development of

under-developed countries, China, we hope, will be able to strengthen the

actions of the United Nations." He went on to add that "the effort it is making

at the present time had become part of the general mold of those efforts

throughout the world and the '̂  sort of positive action of which we had a
2.1great need." -f

Despite these possibilities, conflicting statements by the PRC regarding

the organization, have often served to compound the confusion surrounding the
r

question. ,of its representation. Moreover, this situation is not helped when on

the one hand the PRC, for example, refuses to participate in the Geneva Disar-

mamnet talks suggested by the Secretary-General and on the other arrogates to

itself the right to judge all United Nations actions on the basis of their in-

trinsic merits, and has even asserted that "it will oppose all evil doings of the

United Nations but will have no objection to the good things, if any, done by the

U,N," In this connexion, the PRC has established its own criteria for judging

these "good things". Three tests are employed,: (a) whether a resolution or decisto

2J Following this line or reasoning, the representative of Ceylon maintained
that international measures for the furtherance of peace and security,
especially in the field of disarmament, such as_̂ fche Limited Test Ban
Treaty*", "the" Nuclear~non-̂ ylifieatjLon Treaty and the Treaty for the
Prohibition 5T'th'eTSnpTaceiuent" of Nuclear Weapons and other Capons of
mass Destruction on the Sea-bed and Qean floor, will never be completely
effective without the participation of the PRC.



conflicts with the Charter, (b) whether they are simply unjust, (c) whether

the population of the States voting in favour of them is less than that opposing.

It would thus seem logical that these publicly defined positions would

stimulate a high degree of speculation among United Nations members as to what

could be expected in terms of future Chinese-United Nations relations. In

addition they have also served to conjure up innumerable and often extravagant

images of the "possible"effects or representation. In order to reduce this

subject to manageable proportions, and to subject the question of impact to

empirically verifiable examination, the present study will concern itself

primarily with the probable effects of Chinese representation on three specific

organs: the Security Council, the General Assembly and the Secretariat. It

will not speculate on the terms under which representation wiU be accorded, but

will accept as its premise that the PRC will succeed to all rights and respon-

sibilities now held by the Member Government acting in the name of China. This

in turn would mean that the PRC will have a permanent seat in the Security

Council and full membership in the General Assembly and all other organs. What

happens to the "Taiwan regime11 is of little interest to this paper,*"

2/ contd:
statements and others like them meant that the prescribed changes would have
to be made before the PRC would consent to participate in the United Nations.
On the other hand, it -has also been argued that the reform proposals must be
interpreted to mean that restoration of the rights of the PRC in the United
Nations would in itself be a major step in the direction of reforming the
system. What this condition really means has never been definitively established,

LJ The latter test appears to have been employed by the PRC in its evaluation of
resolution 376 (V) of 7 October 1950, authorizing the pursuit of North Korean
troops beyond the 58th parallel. To the PRC, that r esolution was illegal since
its majority support was the result of United States' manipulation of the voting
machinery and, in any event, was not supported bji a majority of the population
represented in the United Nations, in that "only one-third" of the population
represented in the United Nations voted in favour,

j>/ An exception in this regard would be if through some radical development,
agreeable to the PRC, both the PRC and the Taiwan regime were to be represented.
In that case, the most probable effect would be the vigorous use by each regime
of the United Nations as a diplomatic springboard against the other. One could
envisage, for example, an intense campaign by the PRC to secure support for
its fflaim that Taiwan was Chinese territory and that United States presence
there amounted to unlawful occupation. Much attention would thus be directed
to the question of military bases generally and to the United States strategic
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Before examining the impact of representation on the specific organs

enumerated above, it might be useful firstly to look briefly at the overall

effects of this long anticipated development,

Gross Effects of Representation

Impact on the Positions, of the Superpowers

Perhaps the most obvious and immediate effect of PRO representation

would be on the position of the United States - foremost opponent of

representation. By gaining entry over United States objection or even

as a result of a modified United States position, the PRO will have demonstrated

its capacity to "break the United States diplomatic blockade" within the

United Nations as it appears to be doing outside that body. What this would

mean to United States influence and prestige in the United Nations is A this

point uncertain. Equally problematic is the kind of effect such an event

would have on United States commitments to the United Nations. While

withdrawal is no longer being threatened by the United States, it is highly-

probable that a United States "defeat" on this issue could mean a cooling

of United States support for the United Nations and an even further decline

of the organization in the United States policy calculations. The United

Nations might even come to be viewed as hostile and inimical to United States

interests in which'case; its Government, might be tempted to place its

diplomatic emphasis and priorities elsewhere. Such developments would have

much deeper and far-reaching effect on the United Nations than Chinese

representation per se. This conclusion is based on the premise of continued

US opposition to PRO representation. There remains, however, the possibility of

representation being effected with the agreement and even cooperation of the

US. In such a situation PRC-US relations in the UN could be surprisingly

interesting*;. The UN could, for example, become an arena where the Chinese

commitment to peaceful coexistence could be put to the test. Not to be ruled

out also is the possibility that PRO representation would have some impact

£/ contd; postures in Asia, particularly as Taiwan features in that strategy.
On the other hand the Taiwan group would seek to emphasize democratic principles
and freely elected governments. This, however, might prove an embarrassment
since the "Formosans" might begin to press their own claim for self-determination
at this time.

6/ Unfortunately the issue has come to represent almost a test of strength and
endurance between these two powers.



on the USSR posture^at the UN. At a minimum it is highly probable that the

Sino-Soviet competition over Marxist-Leninist orthodoxy would be sharpened

with each contender striving to demonstrate how its own interpretation

corresponds to the prevailing international situation. Undoubtedly such a

development would add a new dimension to United Nations debates and the

way in which issues are framed and decisions formulated.

Membership Adjustment Patterns

Less obvious, however, would be the effect of the PRO on membership

adjustment patterns and the ability of the organization to exert restraining

influences on the behavbur of its Members. Examination of the probabilities

in this r egard must rely heavily on analogy given the uniqueness of the PRO

situation. But despite the feet that no exact precedent exists for a representation

of issue this kind where the stakes are so high and where the interests of the

great powers are so critically interlocked, during the past 25 years the United

Nations has developed considerable experience in dealing with a wide variety of
anct

representation/membership questions. One significant feature in this regard

is that membership always involved a measure of adjustment. This may range

from the imperceptible with little more than walcoming remarks to the crucially

relevant wherein the cumulative pressures of a rapidly expanding membership

resulted in constitutional and procedural amendments to the Charter and new

orientations and priorities for the organization — One such effect was the

expansion of the Security Council and jthe JEcon.omic and1 Social Council to

correspond more directly to the world situation •--- What is surprising is not

that such changes did occur, but that the Organization was able to adapt

successfully with a minimum of disruption. In other words, none of these

membership changes were so overwhelming as to upset operational patterns,

despite the fact that these new members embraced just about every ideological stamp,

political persuasion and degree of militancy. In view of th$s experience, there

is reason to believe that the PJttC's presence will be hardly more disruptive than

those of other controversial Member States,

A second feature in the United Nations adjustment and response patterns

is the extent to which its restraint mechanisms tend to neutralize extremist

tendencies within the Organization thereby enabling it to operate at a moderate

pitch. little by way of data is available, as to how this mechanism actually

works .tohat are its principal components and its levels of critical tolerance.
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It might, however, be useful in attempting to assess the probable impact

of the PRO on the restraint process of the United Nations to first look at the

question: how are even more powerful members of the system restrained in their

conduct, or more precisely: what happens when the interests of one or even several

members conflict, with t he b̂ sic orientation of the organization or with the will

of the overwhelming majority? Available evidence suggests that such members tend:

(a) to remain isolated; (b) to modify their position and cooperate with the

majority; (c) to actively opposd the will of'the majority; and (d) this has

occurred in only one instance, to withdraw. While such developments might

limit the capacity of the organization to act or reduce the tempo of its

operations, generally speaking, the United Nations remains a curiously resilient

phenomenon whose existence and its capacities for innovation and flexibility most

members seem determined to ensure. Moreover also evident in the restraint patterns

is the fact that there seems to be a point beyond which even most powerful members

would hesitate to use their power to engage the United Nations in open combat.

From these tendencies it would seem reasonable to conclude that an important

restraining feature is "self-restraint". Somehow the system consistently displays

a low tolerance for extremist positions neutralizing or isolating such groups

within the organization. Moreover, because the system is "consensus orientated"

or majority operated, extremist positions are often passed through compromise and

accommodation processes where they tend to be modified. If these considerations

are valid, then it would appear that the PRO would not only be expected but would

almost certainly be obliged to operate within the framework of these patterns.

Not being the most powerful member of the system, it would undoubtedly have to

contend with the realities and balances of power that constantly modulate
7/United Nations operations and moderate the behaviour of members.

Impact on the Security Council and Consideration of

Security Issues

In attempting to evaluate the probable impact of PRC on the Security

Council, consideration must be given ,tp the fact that this body is essentially

a consensus organ. Consensus politics involve a high degree of negotiation,

2/ A third general effect would be at the "media" level. By whatever formula
representation was accorded, it is obvious that the presence of the PRC in
the United Nations would be of gigantic news interest and an event of broad
media coverage. The media, after all thrives on controversy and the PRC has
certainly earned the reputation of being controversial. One positive effect
of such media interest would be increased national and international attention
to .•* United Nations activities and a revival of an image of vitality, at least
in the public mind*
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compromise and accommodation. When such techniques are not employed and members

seek to run the Council on majoritarian principles, particularly with regard

to major substantive questions, then severe strains are introduced within

that"organ which are felt throughout the entire system. Moreover, such a

procedure not only increases the dangers to the organization but to the stability

of the international system as well. In other words, the maintenance of international

pgace and security, the primary responsibility of the Security Council, is not

likely to be .facilitated by "majority rule" particularly when important permanent

members are hot included. This being the case the PRO would undoubtedly have to

become part of the Council's aE'eommodation and consensus processes.

The most significant effect of such a development is likely to be an increase

in the complexity of the negotiation and consultation procedures in the Council

which would now have to contend with elements that had previously not been part

of the Council's constituency. Such elements asr. well as the interests represented

will first have to be integrated in 'the Council's operational and alignment

patterns and this would, undoubtedly involve a measure of strain in the diplomatic

processes. This-> however, would not be an unusual occurrence in that most

systems have to adjust to new andpften conflicting elements. Moreover, the PRC

has demonstrated both the willingness and ability to conduct serious negotiations

successfully as its growing range of diplomatic relations will atteat. These

negotiations have often been long and tedious but most reports conclude that it is

a skilled bargainer displaying a marked preference for unanimity on the basis
&/of consultation rather than confrontation.

But while there is reason to suppose that the PRC will be amenable to

negotiation and compromise, there is also the fear that it might opt for the

veto as a means of revealing its strength in resisting pressures for comproBiise

on matters of principle. Such fears,hoWever, must be weighed against the fact

that membership in the Council serves not only the interest of those participating

but also theknterests of allies and even neutrals. When those latter interests

can be better served by compromise decisions than by rigid obstruction,then the

obstructing party will be under great pressure from their own supporters for

flexibility and accommodation. This pattern, incidentally, is highly visible in

those instances where a permanent member has opted for an "abstention" instead of

the veto on matters which it could not support and would not dare oppose.

8/ At the same time it could be argued that consultation and compromise involve
elements of collusion and contention to which the PRC have often voiced objections
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Beyond such considerations, there are two factors which also might

be included in this analysis. The first concerns the PRC's attitude to

the Security Council itself. In this regard it is highly significant to

note that despite its strong attack on the United Nations' procedures wherein

it deplores the mechanical voting magority which for a long time characterized

decision making in the General Assembly and which China considered to be

essentially a western contrivance, the PRC seemed a staunch defender of

Security Council's procedures. It vigorously defends the veto principles

and has consistently condemned attempts to undermine the Council's voting

system which requires the unanimity of the big five. Moreover, as regards

the Council's responsibilities it has always insisted that that body was

the only organ which might take coercive action for the maintenance of

international peace and security and conversely any procedural devise which

sought to circumvent the Council contributed less to the maintenance of peace

than to the undermining of the Charter.

The second factor of significance concerns the actual conduct of the
9/PRC on the one occasion-̂  in which it actually had participated in the Security

Council debate on: "(a) Complaint of Armed Invasion of Taiwan (Formosa); and

(b) Complaint of Agression upon the Republic of Korea." Though invited as a

non-member State the PRC did send a representative and did present its case

in much the same manner as other States. Admittedly it used the occasion to

attack the United States and to condemn the manipulation of the United Nations

by that government. Nevertheless it continued to view the United Nations

machinery as workable and desired membership. Among other things, it even

submitted a number of proposals for action which it felt should be taken by

A second invitation had also been extended to the PRC to participate in
a debate of the First Committee in the General Assembly. Owing to certain
procedural manipulations by those who objected to its participation the
PRC though seated, was never given the floor as discussion on the item
on which it was invited to speak was continously postponed.
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the United Nations,—' And despite expectations to the contrary, this

participation event was so unspectacular, so "normal", that it was not made

a subject of special commentary by any who dealt with the implications

question. Moreover at no time during its participation was the PRO ruled out

of order nor was its behaviour markedly different from those of other

complaining parties and even its intemperate language, would he considered

mild today when compared to that of subsequent participants in"Security

Council debates.

While this particular precedent offers little assurance of future

conduct it cannot be ignored in an analysis of this nature, particularly

since the issues then ; involved veie of crucial importance to the PRO whose

revolutionary temper was more intense at that time. There are, however,

certain areas of Security Council activities on which the impact of the

PRC is likely to be considerable. 1'he first concerns the strengthening

of peaceful settlement procedures and the second, peacekeeping. As

regards the former, the ERC's attitude is reportedly negative in that

she has opposed employment of such procedures whether by discussion,
ll/observation or investigation.—'

IP/ Included in these proposals were the demands that:

(i) the United Nations Security Council should openly condemn, and
take concrete steps to apply severe sanctions against, the United States
Government for its criminal acts of armed aggression against the territory
of China, Taiwan, and armed intervention in Korea;

(ii) the United Nations Security Council should immediately adopt effected
effective measures to bring about the complete withdrawal by the United
States Government of its forces of armed aggression from Taiwan, in
order that peace and security in the Pacific and in Asia may be ensured*

(iii) the United Nations Security Council should immediately adopt
effective measures to bring about the withdrawal from Korea of the
armed forces of the United States and all other countries and to leave
it to the people of North and South Korea to settle the domestic affairs
of Korea themselves, so that a. peaceful solution of the Korean question
may be achieved,

ll/ For example, she flatly opposed proposals for fact finding in ̂ a) The
Dominican Republic in 1965 /21 Peking Review 33 (May 21, 19t>5l/j (.b) Vietnam,
fall 1963 (42 ibid.J; (c) Malaysia 1963-1964, (3 ibid); (d) to investigate
Cambodian charges that South Vietnam forces has entered Cambodie^ territory.
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As regards peacekeeping, despite her call for United Nations action

in Suez and Lebanon the ERG has been sharply critical of all United Nations

police force activities. In a summary of its views on the question an American

scholar has reported that, the PRO "has suspected the UKEF, denounced the

ONUC and attacked the Yugoslavs for contributing troops to the Congo operation.
IT tl

It has even chastized the Russians for the "voluntary" assessments'contributions,

and for their participation in the United Nations Special Committee on Peace-
IP/keeping Operations. =fe/ He noted further that the PRC perceives United Nations

peace-keeping forces as partners in an international gendarmerie in the service
i

of United States imperialism for the suppression of the revolutionary struggles

of the peoples of the world.—̂  Conversely, the PRC's support for -wars of

national liberation has often been cited as being antithetical to the development

of the United Nations commitment to peaceful change and to its interest in

developing peaceful settlement and peace-keeping procedures. Hoirever, such

criticism would tend to ignore a number of institutional developments both

within and outside the United Nations. Has not, for example, the Organization

of African Unity a regional organization within the terms of Article 52 of the

Charter, committed itself to supporting the "liberation forces" in Africa?

Secondly, is it not a fact that even without the PRCTs support the United

Nations adopted a decision recognizing the national liberation movements of the
Ik/

still appressed peoples.—' Is it not becoming then increasingly evident that

instead of China's coming around to the United Nations position, the United Nations

appears to be coming closer to the Chinese? A legitimate concern, however, would

seem to be the dynamic effects that PRC would have on these emerging trends.

There is a strong possibility that the Chinese presence and ideology might serve

to accelerate them.

12/ Myres S. McDougall and Richard M. Goodman "Chinese Participation in the
United Nations". American Journal of International Law, Val.60.4 (October
1966) p. 716.

In a decision on the Implementation of the De deration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples adopted on 14 December 1970,
the General Assembly "Reaffirms its recognition of the legitimacy of the
struggle of the colonial peoples and peoples under alien domination to exercise
their right to self-determination and independence by all the necessary means
at their disposal and notes with satisfaction the progress made in the colonial
Territories by the national liberation movements, both through their struggle
and through reconstruction programmes." (Res. 2708 (XXV).
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Impact on the General Assembly

PRC's impact on the General Assembly is expected to be relatively

slight, at least initially. This after all is an egalitarian chamber operating

on majoritarian principles and as -was mentioned above majjoritarian systems tend

to isolate and diffuse rigid positions. One of the more significant effects

is likely to be on alignment patterns. This, however, is not likely to be as

abrupt as might be imagined. States will first wish to ascertain and assess

the quality of the PRO diplomacy; the decisions it takes on various issues,

over time; how far it is prepared to go in defence of one or another̂  position,

and finally what'in terms of power and advantage it is able to deliver. In this

regard the quality of its representation and the personality of its representative

are vital ingredients as well as its ability to accurately appraise and assess

poiirer trends within the organization and to manipulate them to its advantage.

In time it is highly probable that the PRC will seek to organize and to lead a

new alignment of forces within the General Assembly. This would be in keeping

with an ambition, said to be held by Peking of being the natural leader of the

Third World and possessing the capacity to provide them with a "nuclear umbrella".

At the United Nations, however, this alignment is likely to express itself in a new

type of polarization which might .be roughly described as the "de'tente" powers

versus the Third World powers. This in turn would eclipse the traditional east/

west polarization or, more precisely, stimulate the acceleration of detente between

the superpowers,A new political style might emerge in the General Assembly with a

high degree of competition between detente issues of security and stability, versus

Third World issues of development and change.

As r egards the issues under consideration by the General Assembly, there

are several which are likely to be of crucial interest to the PRC. These wsuld

include (i) disarmament; (ii) development and (iii) decolonisation, '•'•'he

Chinese position toward UN disarmament efforts is highly complex and perhaps more

suited to a separate study wher* it could be analyzed in depth. Here one might

recall that it has always insisted that no disarmament agreement can bind China

without full Chinese participation.-̂  But as to her position when included

15/ This position was first announced on 21 January I960 by the Standing Committee
of the People's National Congress wherein it was said that "China has always
favoured universal disarmament .jmdjwill'Unhesitatingly commit herself to
international obligations to which she agrees. However, it must be pointed out
that any international agreement concerning disarmament without the full
participation and signature of her delegation cannot have any binding force on
China."
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in the disarmament negotiations, the situation remains problematic. In the

first place, she has not only advanced her own comprehensive disarmament proposals

but has amplified them from, time to time.—' Whether and to what extent these

have been modified as a result of the Cultural Revolution remains to be determined.

What might be said at this stage is that as recently as last November in an inter-

view with Edgar Snow, Chou En-Lai in responding to the question"whether he would

today repeat China's call, made in the early 19oO's, for a summit conference to

prohibit the use of nuclear weapons, to abolish their manufacture, and to secure

their total destruction",reiterated the proposal "that a summit conference

of all countries of the world, big or small, be convened to conclude an agreement

on the complete prohibition and thorough"destruction of nuclear weapons and, as

the first step, to reach an agreement to prohibit the use of nuclear weapons* "

He noted that "after our recent test on October 14, the Japanese Socialist Party

expressed their support for this stand and proposal of ours." At the same time

he felt that the "SALT" talks were designed to guarantee the monopoly of the

Superpowers over all others. Each power seemed only interested in "limiting"

the others so as to maintain its superiority. He then adsrised his listener
17 /not to "cherish any illusion in that kind of 'disarmament111.—1-'

A significant feature of China's nuclear policy cldsely related to the

disarmament question might be found in China's declaration regarding "no first use"

of nuclear .veapons. This position has been consistently reiterated since 1964

following its first nuclear detonation when China called for a world wide conference

to discuss the complete prohibition and thorough destruction of nuclear weapons,

while at the same time using the occasion to announce the "no first use" doctrine.

It was reiterated _̂iSLi the Snow interview w&eh Chou en-Lai stated that China's

nuclear tests were still in the experimental sbage, in that every test carried out

was MMted and made only when necessary. "Therefore, each time when we conduct

a test, we declare that at no time and in no circumstances shall China be the

first to use nuclear weapons,"

16/ The most salient feature include: (a) the dismantling of all military bases
on foreign soil and withdrawal from foreign states of all nuclear weapons
and their means of delivery; (b) the establishment of nuclear weapons [_
free zone" in Asia~g.nd the Pacific, Central Europe and Latin America, to be
resplict̂ ecTby ITlTTruclear powers; (c) the non-export and non-import of nuclear
weapons and the technical data for their manufacture; and(d) the cessation
of all nuclear tests including underground tests,

r/7 Interview by Edgar Snow with Chou en-Lai, Peking, November 1970*
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As regards colonialism the PRO has shown itself to be in favour of

the people who arembattling colonialism in all its forms with a view to

exercising their right to self-determination and an independent sovereign

existence.' "What this posture would mean for United Nations anti-colonial

policies and programmes can only be guessed at this time but there is strong

reason to believe that the PRO would support demands for increasingly strong

measures against colonial regime. The crucial test, however, would be just

how far the PRO is prepared to commit its power and resources for implementation

of stronger measures. It is known that it has been extremely cautious in making

military commitments and there is reason to believe that she will not be less

so at the United Nations.

China's position on economic assistance seem equally problematic. It is

known, for example, that the PRO conceives of development primarily in political

terms; that it is in t erms of the struggle of the Third World to free itself from

neo-colonialism1s economic aggression. This in turn would take precedence

over growth rates and capital investment statistics. At the same time, j.t

views mullilatferal aid through international agencies as yet another attempt

by the"neo-colonialists" to exploit the Afro/Asian countries. It sees, for

example, the International Monetary Fund, the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development, the International Finance Corporation and the International

Development Association as being "political banks" with the United States

imperialism as their nerve centre for carrying out activities of economic

aggression. Moreover, the debtor countries, in addition to submitting their

national economic policies and planning to be reviewed by the World Bank and

accepting its supervision over the use of such bank loans, place themselves

in the position of victims of neo-colonialism. Still, development and development

assistance are major issues before the United Nations and many states are under

immense pressure to improve living standards of thei/population. How constructively

the PEG would act in the UN's economic development strategy remains to be seen.

During the session of the General Assembly, Ceylon, for example, predicted that

the PEG, which has extended generous and substantial economic aid to many countries

and which continues to do so without advantage of spectacular affluence, would

make a vital contribution to the success of the strategy for the Second 'Development



Becade. At a strictly practical level, however, it must be recognized

that the PRO resources are limited, so even if its terms of assistance are

generous,; 1 it would not be in a position to meet the needs of most of

the developing States. With greater access to the international community,

however, she is likely to expand her own assistance programme on a bilateral

basis and even compete with western fund sources and development programmes.

This competition might be healthy. In any event, it is likely to add to the

resource^ levels available to the international commuiity.

Impact on the Secretariat

Although the Secretary-General has indicated that tentative preliminary

arrangements were being made in the Secretariat to meet any eventuality

resulting from PRC's representation, the fact that he chose not to spell

out what such arrangements were has stimulated much speculation on this

point. At the same time his acknowledgment of the difficulties surrounding

the nature of arrangements to be made and the problems to be faced upon

the solution of the representation Question is suggestive of the complexity

of the challenge it poses to the Secretariat,

It may well be that the impact of the PEC would be most strongly,

and most immediately felt on the Secretariat, in at least two areas. The

first concerns the status of the question of the election of a Secretary-

General, If, for example, this question is definitively settled "by the

election of the new Secretary-General for s. full term prior to the entry of

the PEC, then the basic issue would appear to be the extent to which the

PRC would be prepared to cooperate with the new Secretary-General. *** . If
on the other hand, the election question is still pending upon the repre-

sentation of the PRC then its resolution will be considerably more difficult,

as it would now be necessary to find a candidate acceptable no longer to the

East and the ¥est and Third World group, but also to the PRC. Here its veto

could have a telling effect and the deadlock on this question might be carried

18/ Much, of course, will depend on how the politics of succession
was conducted, who the candidate was and the principal base
of his support. Until these points are at least clarified
there is little by way of solid data to suggest the direction
in which the issue would move.
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to very critical proportions. It is for this reason that some have

argued that it would be in the interests of the United Nations to settle

this question definitively as soon as possible so that it td.ll not be among

the more immediate problems that Chinese representation would add to the

Secretariat. ̂

On the other hand, however, it is also maintained that action on this

question should be suspended until after representation of the PEG in order

to give China a voice in naming the kind of successor with whom they would be

prepared to co-operate and in whom they would have confidence. This appears

to be the implications raised by certain; questions put to the Secretary-

General at his January 18'press conference when one correspondent queried:

"Do you think that if China did not come in this year, and if the Big Four

now choose a successor without Chinese participation, that your successor

would meet the same fate as 'TFrygvV Lie in his second term?". And in the

light of this prospect that correspondent wanted to know whether it would

be admissible for the present Secretary-General "to continue and help the
20/change-over", —'

The second area in which the PRC's impact is likely to be significant

is on the distribution of the principal Secretariat portfolios. As a result

of developments with the framework of geographic distribution all major groups

are represented at the Under-Secretary-General level or at least Head of

substantive departments - except "China", Moreover, certain groups have

become closely identified with special phases of Secretariat organization

which they tend to maintain overtime - again, except "China". One question

which sooner or later will have to be faced is how will PRO representation

affect these patterns. But besides these secondary administrative issues

to which we will return later, there remains a more serious cruestion - how

12/ So far, however, despite the mention of a number of candidates
considered either suitable for the post or desirous of the office,
only one name has been formally proposed, While there has been
little, outside of press reaction, to the candidacy of Max Jacobson,
who was presented by the Scandinavian group, this is expected to
change as Members make their positions known. What will be extremely
significant will be the PRC's response or lack of response to Mr.
Jacobson and the way it assesses his qualifications and suitability
for the job.

2py On both questions, the Secretary-General did not "think" it would be
useful to indulge in these hypothetical issues."
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will the PEC fit into the power structure, what office will they demand,

and, what will they settle for.

At the present each Superpower holds important political portofolios -

the Department for Political and Security Council Affairs and the Office

of Special Political Affairs. ¥ill the Chinese demand a portofolio of

equal political significance? This could become a very difficult problem

for the Secretariat, comparable in scope to the troika-plan advanced some

years ago and could even serve to stimulate the reintroduction of certain

of its features at the Under-Secretary-General level. Such speculation,

however, might prove to be futile since consultations at the highest level

may have already begun on this issue and a formula for accommodation may

even have been reached.

In speculating on the extent of Chinese participation in Secretariat

affairs, the two basic possibilities would seem to be, restricted participation

on the one -'hand and full participation on the other. In weighing these,

however, it would seem that the latter would most likely prevail, since

it would be to the Organization's advantage to associate the PRC as closely

as possible with the central workings of the Secretariat and entrust to it

a significant share of responsibilities which it would be obliged to discharge.

Much, however, will depend on the expectations held regarding the PRC's intentions

and conceptions of the Secretariat and the extent to which it is prepared to

accept prevailing structural and administrative arrangements or to demand

their immediate reform. In any event it would seem reasonable to suppose

that the PEC will resist efforts to confine it to a nominal place within

the Secretariat.

Less politically critical but important from the administrative point

of view will be the question of existing Chinese staff within the Secretariat

and the PRC's position regarding these. On the one hand, it is possible

that the latter might simply consider Chinese personnel as being part of

China's quota and accept them as such. On the other hand, the PRC might

demand the right to name candidates for key Secretariat posts as certain

Governments now do, in which case the status of the present Chinese staff

members would be somewhat confused. Adding to this confusion is also the
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possibility that the Chinese here might not consider the PRC to "be their

legitimate representative and might wish an opportunity to declare their

loyalty - some could even opt for statelessness or, barring that, consider

themselves "Nationalist" Chinese. In any event the situation is likely to

create a measure of difficulty. In this connexion, it might be useful to

examine the precedents involved in questions of state continuity and

succession as far as staff members are concerned. In terms of prevailing

staff attitudes towards the PRC, the evidence here is somewhat mixed. A

number, particularly those whose career developments have been slow or

restricted, seem to feel that representation could only redound to their

advantage in that they would finally have "powerful political backing"

with the heightened possibility of doing better career-wise. This, however,

might be due less to any question of political loyalty that the frustation of

a stalled career. On the other hand, a number of others are either reticent

on the subject or confine their remarks to subtle hints that representation

could create complications for them.

Finally, there remains the question of post-levels acceptable to the

PRC. Although hard data on this issue have not been available, it appears

that under current practice, certain States reserve the right to name

candidates and the grade levels at which they should be recruited in

fulfilment of national quotas. Whether the PRC will demand such a prerogative

is not at present known. Decisions concerning this questions, however, are

undoubtedly related to the status of Chinese staff members as a result of

"Representation", the distribution of grades held by them, and the extent

to which the prevailing quota situation will have to be altered.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN SIMP-AMERICAN RELATIONS

I, The Events

1. During the past year, the United. States Government has taken a

series of steps to improve its relations with the People's Republic of China.

In April 1970, an executive order authorized the selective licensing for export

to the PRO of goods produced by American foreign subsidiaries. In August 1970,

restrictions were lifted on American oil companies operating abroad, enabling

most foreign ships to use American-owned bunkering facilities on voyages to

and from PEG ports. Restrictions on the travel of American citizens to the

People's Republic of China were lifted first for those with a professional

interest in visiting the PRC, such as journalists and scholars, and finally

for all citizens.

2. On 25 February 1971, in his foreign policy report to the Congress, the

President set a new precedent and referred to "Communist China" by its name,

the People's Republic of China. While it had been reported that Nixon had also

used the formal name during talks with the Rumanian President earlier, this

was the first time the Presidential acceptance of the term was made explicit

for his domestic audience. He stated, echoing the phrase used by the US

Ambassador at the United Nations General Assembly the previous November, that

the United States was "prepared to see the People's Republic of China play a

constructive role in the family of nations", and indicated that the primary

concern of the US vis-a-vis the United Nations would be to prevent the

expulsion of Taiwan from the Organization rather than to oppose PRC represen-

tation per se. He further said, "We are prepared to establish a dialogue with

Peking. We cannot accept its ideological precepts or the notion that Communist
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China must exercise hegemony over Asia. But neither do we wish to impose

on China an international position that denies its legitimate national

interests". The PRC was to "be offered full scope for the influence to which

China's achievements entitled it. Finally, President Nixon stated that a

review would be made of the entire question of Sino-American relations,

including what steps might "be taken to create broader opportunities for

contacts between the Chinese and American people.

3. On 7 April, in what was seen by many as the first concrete response

to this series of American moves aimed at improving relations, the U.S. table

tennis team was invited to visit the People's Republic of China with a view,

in the words of a Chinese spokesman, to deepening the friendship between the

peoples of the two countries. Permission was granted for newsmen from AP

and NBC to accompany the group. This was the first time that any group of

Americans not expressly sympathetic to the Chinese regime had been allowed to

enter the People's Republic. The teams from Canada, Great Britain and Nigeria,

all of which have recognized the PRC, were invited to visit at about the same

time as well as the team of Colombia whose Government does not recognize the

PRC. The invitation to the American team was thus placed by the PRC Government

vithinvthe context of the broad desire to increase contacts and better under-

standing between themselves and all peoples of the world. In this regard,

the policy toward the American people was simply brought into line with the

general PRC policy on the desirability of "people-to-people" contact, after

many years in which the exclusion of -Americans had been explained as a necessary

instrumentality for protesting against and modifying U.S. policy on China, The

Chinese desire to make the most neutral and "apolitical"initiative possible

is illustrated by both the choice of a table tennis exchange and by the Chinese



media's treatment of the event. While this particular invitation received

great attention, the PRC has "been participating extensively in such ex&hanges

with a varietyof countries for the last eighteen months and the Chinese media

treated the event as a logical corollary to the more general development of

increasing contacts.

1±. The PRC, however, went a step further and granted a one month visa,

not restricted to coverage of the sporting event, to a correspondent from the

New York Times. This was perhaps the clearest reversal of former policy and

was indicative of a willingness to see a change in the situation going beyond

the one, carefully controlled and limited visit of the table tennis team.

5. The U.S. Government reacted to these gestures with celerity and made

the first of a series of substantive responses by raising with American oil

companies the objections of the PRC to the exploration for petroleum deposits

in contested area off China's coast.

6. Chou En-Lai, in a speech given at a reception for the visiting teams

on lU April, not only said that the visit had opened a new page in Sino-American

relations, but more specifically stated that thereafter the people of the two

countries would be able to have constant contacts and that U.S. newsmen would

continue to be allowed into the PRC in groups.

7. Hours after the statements by Chou, Wixon announced that he was ending

the 21-year-old ban on direct U.S. trade with China as part of a program of

broadening contact with the PRC. The steps taken included: (l) ordering the

preparation of a list of "non-strategic" items to be approved for export to

China together with a list of goods approved for import; (2) relaxing currency

controls to permit the use of dollars in transactions with the Chinese;

(3) allowing American oil companies may supply fuel to all ships going to
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or from the PRC, with the exception of Chinese ships going to or from North

Korea, North Vietnam or Cuba; (4) permitting U.S. vessels or aircrafts to

carry Chinese cargoes between non-Chinese ports and permitting US-owned,

foreign-registered vessels to call at Chinese ports; and (5) promising to

expedite visas for visitors or groups of visitors from the PRC. The Presi-

dential statement further implied that other steps might be taken to improve

relations should such moves appear -warranted on the basis of the results of

these changes.

II. IMPLICATIONS

The PeopleTs Republic of China

8. From the Chinese "viewpoint, the initiatives taken toward changing the

Sino-American relationship seem to have been designed to minimize future

commitments while maximizing present benefits. At no time did Chinese actions

imply a definitive change of attitude regarding postures on the government-

to-government level. Rather what was indicated was a broader coordination of

practice with the theory that conflicts exist among governments but not among
,seem to

peace-loving people. The ChineseAhave emphasized the use of the people-to-

people technique both in order to influence general international opinion, en-'

hancing their international influence, and in order to influence the middle-

of-the-road American public opinion. The desire to make an impact 'upon U.S.

opinion would serve at least to moderate the previously widely-held negative

image of China adhered to by Americans, so as to somewhat neutralize the

possibility of organizing a broad-based anti-China opinion bloc on the basis

of the "old" conceptions. Such a neutralization could have an indirect effect



on the United States Government by increasing the range of options which it

might safely adopt, without risking popular political censure, in modifying

its approach to the PRC. The neutralization aspect would "be highly relevant,

for example, in relation to U.S. policy on United Nations representation.

9. The desire to influence American public opinion might further be

seen as an attempt to put direct pressure on the U.S. Government to modify

its approach to China. In so far as any Chinese moderation provides added

ammunition to those sectors interested in or committed to a change in U.S.

policy, the PRC initiative might aid the pressures for change. Trade groups

in the U.S. had indicated for a long time that they were interested in opening

trade with China and their desire to explore the possibilities of that had

been steadily fueled by each sign of Chinese moderation. Hence the relative

ease with which President Nixon could take his first steps in the area of

trade. On the other hand, the PRC Government probably does not see the

people-to-people instrumentality as being the most effective means of directly

pressuring the U.S. Government in the short-run, for they are well aware of

the restraints which US policy in Asia presently places on any true reversal

of positions, including that on Taiwan. Only signs that the US was committed

to a scaling down of its involvement in Southeast Asia would have made such

Chinese initiatives possible in the first place.

10. In the most general sense, proof of the Chinese willingness to deal with

the American "BSte noire obviously aids in creating the impression that it might

be possible and in the American interest to draw the Chinese Government into

contact on areas of interest or concern to both countries, Southeast Asia being

the prime example. This would be a further recognition of China's Power status

and influence.
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The United States

11. The U.S. moves to increase contacts between the two countries would

seem to reflect (l) some awareness of the changing power configurations,

especially in Asia, (2) President Nixon's predilection for appearing as an

innovative foreign policy president, and (3) the executive desire to float

a trial balloon.

12. As the lack of a basic long-run coordination of policies between

the PRO and USSR has become more apparent to U.S. officialdom, accompanied by

moves to re-evaluate the American role in Asia, the basic premise on which

U.S. policy toward China was formulated has been removed. Instead of the U.S.

alone confronting united socialist countries, there has emerged a picture of

a potential multiplicity of Powers (China, US, Japan, Soviet Union), with

no exact identity of interests, vying with one another and in the process

creating a 'balance1 in the area. The creation of such a viable balance

would reduce the change of anyone power becoming totally predominant in

Asia even should the U.S. reduce its own role. In this perspective, while

a hostile China is dangerous, it would appear that a strong China attuned to

world opinion need not be totally incompatible with American interests.

13. Furthermore, President Nixon is, because of the conservative roots

of his support, in a rather unique position for the molding of the more

recalcitrant or indifferent sectors of American public opinion. He appears

to be highly sensitive to the executive leadership role with regard to

foreign policy and to wish to cultivate that aspect of his position. All of

the steps taken by the President could be initiated by purely executive order,

emphasizing the leadership aspect and bypassing the areas where the political

arena would have to be widened for a decision to be taken.
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14. President Nixon's own statement upon lifting the trade restrictions

pointed to the 'trail baloon' character of the changes, for he said that the

results of these initiatives vould indicate -whether further steps should be

taken. On the one hand, this is obviously a reference to uncertainties

about the Chinese response. On the other hand, as Agnew's expression of

reservations regarding the changes at the Republican Governors Conference

on 20 April suggests, the Administration may also have wished to ascertain

the political, yet unspoken opposition on the part of other political

opinion-makers to the Nixon moves. As a rule, a Vice-President does not

openly express reservations about Presidential actions unless he is serving

as the alter ego of the Administration for the purpose of flushing out unarti-

culated opposition to policies. Nixon vould be unlikely to lay his domestic

political reputation on the line for an issue such as China and would probably

hesitate to proceed with unnecessary further initiatives should he discern

politically meaningful opposition.

The Republic of China-Taiwan

15. The reaction of the Republic of China to the events has reflected the

dilemma in which the Government on Taiwan has been placed. On the one hand,

the Chiang Kai-shek regime has repeatedly reproached the U.S. Administration

for its naivet̂  in '• thinking a real change in attitude among the PRC

leadership was possible. The Government on Taiwan has also made diplomatic

representations to several other governments in an attempt to rally its supporters.

On the other hand, there seems to have been an absence of truly vitriolic criticism,

an absence which reflects the continuing dependence of Taiwan on U.S. security

guarantees. Furthermore, the U.S. Administration seems to have indicated that any

"excessive" reaction would be looked upon with disfavour at a time when assurances

as to the limits of U.S. flexibility were being given to Chiang Kai-shek.
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One argument offered by Washington may veil have been that in light of

the wide-spread diplomatic gains of the ERG, the U.S. would be in a better

position to minimize Taiwan's losses in the UN and elsewhere if it displayed

an attitude of greater rationality and moderation on the subject of the PEC.

Undoubtedly the US defense commitment to Taiwan was reiterated, if not

strengthened, as indicated by Chiang-Kai-shek's Ambassador in Washington

on 12 April.
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Japan,

16. The Japanese Government responded promptly to the events and, on

15 April, announced that a senior member of the ruling Liberal Democratic

Party would visit China later in the year for talks on normalizing relations

between the two countries. 'While there appears to be a real split in the

Government on China policy, as a reflection both of ties with the US and

Taiwan and investment in the latter, there is a strong sector of opinion,

especially among certain trade groups, favoring greater flexibility in

Japanese policy. The Japanese Government has concentrated on the trade

aspect of the relationship and can be expected to continue to do so, through

such instrumentalities as continuing to hold up the possibility of granting

medium - or long-term credit arrangements to the PRC through the Japanese

import - export bank. On the other hand, in view of the links between

Japanese and American policy on China, the Japanese Government seems unlikely

to consider any real reversals in political policy until even more subs-

tantive changes in American policy have occurred.

The Soviet Union

IT. The Soviet leadership clearly views a Sino-American rapprochement

with anti-Soviet overtones as being contrary to Soviet interests. Even

before the most recent events, the mention of possible changes were seen

as being aimed at aggravating Sino-Soviet relations. The anti-Soviet

editorial in the Chinese press on the occasion of the anniversary of the

Paris Commune, the lack of agreement in the Sino-Soviet border talks, and

the timing of the Chinese invitation to the Americans so as to coincide

with the end of the 24th CPSU Congress would indicate the Chinese leadership

was well aware of the Soviet view and wished to cultivate it. The PRC

leadership appears to have desired to make a clear point of its autonomy
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at that point, possibly with a view to increasing pressures on the Soviet

leadership to counter the American approach and make greater concessions

to improve Sino-Soviet relations.

The U.S. Administration stated explicitly on 15 April that American

initiatives were not designed to put pressure on the Soviet Union but this

statement was a reaction to the widely held view that sign of a Sino-

American rapprochement could induce greater Soviet flexibility in the talks

on Berlin and SALT. Furthermore, while the US leadership is rather ambiva-

lent about the amount of Sino-Soviet tension which is in the American interest,
generally

a moderate amount/seems to be seen as increasing U.S. options at little risk.

Should it appear that the Chinese or American leadership intends to act

jointly against the Soviet interests, the Soviet leadership may find it

desirable to respond.

The United Nations

18. Any action which increases the acceptability of the PRC to the

world community is bound to strengthen the partisans of the view that the

seating of the PRC should not be delayed. Insofar as the recent events give

States a feeling that greater flexibility is possible in their own policies

on China, the number of diplomatic recognitions may be expected to increase,

with the obvious consequences for voting patterns on the UN item. On the

other hand, as indicated by the statement of the Prime Minister of Australia

in which he again opposed the expulsion., of the representatives of Chiang-

Kai-Shek, the issue of the fate of that Government will become correspondingly

salient, probably preventing any simple polarization in UN voting.

19. If» as has been suggested, such States as the U.S. and Japan

should shift to supporting some form of dual representation, former votings
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alignments might well no longer be applicable. The U.S. commitment to

retaining the Chiang Kai-Shek representatives makes such a course appear

likely. The PRC would probably find any such developments as a sign of

further vacillation on the part of the Organization and would be forced to

make a great retreat should it even passively condone such a compromise.

However, should the issue be posed as in the past, a good many countries

would find it difficult to condone the further 'arbitrary' exclusion of the

PRC.

Ill CONCLUSION

20. The recent Sino-American advances were illustrative of the fact

that both leaderships found it in their interest to break the deadlock

between them. For that reason, the change was largely one of mood. The

American Government seems to desire increased flexibility regarding its

role in Asia. The Chinese Government appears to want recognition̂  its

Power status and voice in world developments commensurate with that status.
China's

A lessening of hostility with the U.S. is a prime way of advancing/apparent

interest in becoming a party to consultations on such issues as disarmament,

the Middle East and the future shape of Asia.

Despite the significance of the change of mood, none of the major

substantive issues between the two states have really been touched upon.

However, these events should make it somewhat more difficult, especially

for the US, to justify a continued freezing of the status quo in such

spheres as the UN. In that sense even such a shift in mood may become a

force pushing for a confrontation on other issues between the two.
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JAPAN AMD THE QUESTION OF CHINESE REPRESENTATION
AT THE UNITED NATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Prime Minister Sato in a national televised news conference on New Year's

Day 1971 stated that "Japan has no diplomacy unless we come to grips with the

China problem" and added that it was no overstatement to say that relations with

Peking "were the center-core of Japanese diplomacy". The question of diplomatic

recognition as well as the problems of Japanese policy on the United Nations seat

constitute problems of extraordinary complexity for Japan.

2. At the center of these problems is the question of the Republic of China

(Taiwan). In the words of former French Prime Minister Couve de Murville "only one

thing stands in the way of the re-establishment of diplomatic relations between

China and Japan: the fact that the Japanese government recognizes the Formosan

regime as the Government of China". There are also a number of related problems too,

such as the extension of Japanese long-term credits to finance trade with the

People's Republic of China and the controversy around the ownership of off-shore

resources of a number of islands which form a part of the United States-Japanese

Okinawa reversion arrangements and over which the People's Republic of China claims

ownership.

5. The purpose of this note is to analyse the elements that enter into Japan's

decision making on its policy vis-a-vis the People's Republic of China and in the

process to review the attitude of the People's Republic of China towards Japan.

II. DIPLOMATIC OVERTURES BY JAPAN AND REACTIONS OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

h. The Japanese government finds itself in a position where it has to proceed

with a rethinking of its China policy: the increased urgency of Chinese representation

within the United Nations and the growing demands of certain segments of Japanese

public opinion for normalization of relations have to be balanced against the treaty-

obligations and the considerable importance that the Republic of China (Taiwan)

represents for Japan.

5. The Japanese government has tried a number of channels for starting a

dialogue with the People's Republic of China. Prime Minister Sato had offered to

send Takeo Noda, the Chairman of the Committee on China on the ruling Liberal

Democratic Party, to Peking. No answer however has yet been received from the
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People's Republic of China. Another endeavour was made in France. At the New Year's

party hosted by President Pompidou, the Japanese Minister to France met with the

Chinese Ambassador to France. The Japanese offered to inform the Chinese of the

Sato government's policy. According to a broadcast from Tokyo on the 19th of February -'

"the Chinese side rejected the proposal by saying that "by the directive received

from the Chinese Government, no intention is entertained at the present stage to hold

a political talk with the Japanese Government." The Japanese Foreign Office,

nevertheless optimistically answered that "even rejected, this can be a first step

for a full contact", and will continue to pursue the possibility of making contact."

6. Up to now and very deliberately the People's Republic of China has

completely ignored the Sato government for a number of reasons: Japanese policy on

United Nations membership, the close relationship between Japan and the Republic of
2/

China (Taiwan), the continued refusal of Japan to facilitate credit terms — have

I/ FBIS 22 February 1971, No. 35, Vol. 4

2/ A long standing reproach by the People's Republic of China towards Japan is
the refusal of granting long-term credits based on the terms of the so-called
Yoshida letter. This document was sent by Prime Minister Yoshida to President
Chiang-kai-Shek in May 1964 and promises to refrain from using Export-Import Bank
credits for financing capital goods exports to Mainland China. Prime Minister Sato
had consistently refused to grant such credits to the People's Republic of China.
The present position of the Sato government on the granting of such credits is
ambiguous to say the least. In his New Year's Day speech, the Prime Minister gave
indications that this government might eventually give its blessing to the Export-
Import Bank for granting of long-term credits in view of the purchase of industrial
equipment in Japan. Two days later, Mr. Sato, maybe as a matter of tactics, has
taken a step backward by stating that in certain concrete cases presently under
consideration such as the sale of ships and machinery for synthetic textiles, the
granting of credits would be "difficult" as it was not a bilateral matter only but
has to take into account the opinion of other countries such as Taiwan, South Korea,
the United States or the Soviet Union.

The latest development with regard to the "Yoshida letter" was a statement
by the present Minister of Trade and Industry Mr. Miyazawa, on May 11 of this
year to the Diet, saying that he believed that the government was no longer bound
by the Yoshida letter as its terms applied only to the Fiscal Year 1964 in which
it was written. This statement was interpreted as an indication that the government
is talcing a major step forward to improve Japan's relations with Communist China.
Mr. Miyazawa, however, repeated the government's stand that the practical question
whether to approve the use of Export-Import Bank funds will be settled on a case by
case basis, and in making any decision, the government will consider reactions by
the Government of the Republic of China (Taiwan). Some believed that the Miyazawa
statement contained nothing new and was unlikely to induce the People's Republic
of China to open negotiations with Japan for use of the Bank's credit. This was
the view of, among others, the head of the Japan-China Memorandum Trade Office,
Kaheita Okazaki. He added, however, that the Japanese government was"desperately
groping for an outlet for better relations with Peking."
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hardened the attitude of the People's Republic of China. Finally the increase

in Japanese military expenditures is viewed "by the People's Republic of China as a

rebirth of Japanese militarism. The joint communique of the People's Republic of

China and the Democratic Republic of Korea denounced "resurgence of Japanese

militarism" and Mr. Chou En Lai stated that the People's Republic of China would

boycott Japanese enterprises having dealings with Taiwan and South Korea.

7. The strongest indication of the People's Republic of China's hard attitude

towards the Sato government was given in March at the time the two countries

signed the yearly trade memorandum agreement. In spite of the fact that this

agreement covers only a very small fraction of the trade between the two countries

and even though the Japanese delegation was received with more outward signs of

hospitality than in previous years, it had to sign a manifesto of a political

character denouncing the policy of the Sato government and agreeing with accusations

of militarism and imperialism levied against Japan. The text the Japanese had to

sign actually calls on them to "intensify the struggle against reactionary forces

which try to revive Japanese militarism in collusion with American imperialism",

and accuses the Sato government of wishing to establish a North-East Asia Alliance

with the "puppets of Formosa" and South Korea directed against China and North

Korea. The communique also blacklists Japanese firms having dealings with Taiwan

and South Korea and the ones that help the Americans in Viet-Nam or are in any

way linked with American societies. Finally, the text denounces the American

alliance and the armament": plans of Japan as it has done in previous years but

adds now a new element: it denounces as a flagrant violation of Chinese soveriegnty,

the recent formation in some industrial circles of Japan, Taiwan and South Korea

of a committee for the joint development of petroleum resources and of the joint

exploitation of sea-beds in a number of regions around Taiwan close to the Sino-

Korean border charging that the straits belong to the territory of the People's

Republic of China.

III. THE CONTACTS BETWEEN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA AMD JAPAN

8. In line with its present policy of diplomatic flexibility the People's

Republic of China has consistently declared that it has no quarrel with the

Japanese people. Though bypassing completely the Sato government, the People's

Republic of China shows a positive diplomatic approach in its relations with

segments of the Japanese public especially the Japanese press, dissident members



of the governing Liberal Democratic Party and sectors of the Japanese business

world eager to trade vith Mainland China.

9. There is an increasing movement in Japan which cuts across political

parties, government and opposition, private and public in favour of closer ties

with Peking in the last few months. In answer to an appeal by Prime Minister

Chou En Lai that the Japanese constitute a pro-Peking front encompassing a

broad spectrum of public opinion and cutting through political parties, last

December an association for the restoration of the People's Republic of China -

Japanese ties was established within the Diet amounting to 179 members and which

includes representatives of all parties. Ninety-five of these deputies or senators

belong to the governmental party. The head of this group is Mr. Aichiro Fujiyama,

member of the Liberal Democratic Party, former Prime Minister ̂  .

10. Two other pressure groups are presently trying to influence the Sato

government to change its policies toward the People's Republic of China: one is

the semi-private organization dealing with Chinese-Japanese trade whose head

Kaheita Okazaki, is periodically going to China to renew the trade agreement, and

an organization of industrialists grouped in the Committee for Economic Development

headed by Keisai Doyikai, which changed its policy at the end of the year 1970 and

now asks for recognition of the Peking Government.

11. Though members of the Japanese government seem to have difficulties in

getting invitations to visit the People's Republic of China, members of the

organizations mentioned above are welcome. Mr. Fujiyama headed a six-man

parliamentary mission to the People's Republic of China during February to discuss

problems surrounding the normalization of Sino-Japanese ties. Mr. Okazaki went

to the People's Republic of China in March to negotiate the renewal of the trade

memorandum, which was signed after 15 days of painful negotiations including the

signing of the humuliating manifesto of a political character referred to in

paragraph 7 above.

J3/ Mr. Fujiyama is a millionaire 75 years of age, and was Foreign Minister in
I960 when the United States-Japanese mutual security treaty was revised and
ratified. He is a leader in the business world and a close friend and financial
supporter of former Prime Minister Kishi, the present Prime Minister's brother.
Aside from his atittude towards the People's Republic of China Mr. Fujiyama is
a conventional conservative politician of the retired kind.
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12. A number of trade missions concerned -with individual products are also

exchanged on regular "basis between the two countries. Even though these missions

are considered of a private character, there is a certain ambiguity. The Fujiyama

mission in particular; by its composition it should be considered of -a semi-

official nature. Upon his return from Japan Mr. Fujiyama declared that the first

step towards normalizing relations between the two countries was the recognition

of the fact that "Taiwan is China's territory and that the People's Republic

of China represents the entire and only China". Once this is done he stated, no

problems exist about nullifying the peace treaty concluded between Japan and

Taiwan because "if we accept the fact that the Peking regime is the only legitimate

government of China, the question of what to do with the peace treaty will be

resolved automatically."

IV. CURRENT STATUS OF JAPANESE POLICY ON CHINESE REPRESENTATION IN THE

UNITED NATIONS.

13. Official policy is presently under review. Divisions of opinion in

government and business circles and in the Diet are such that the heated debate

over policy to be adopted at the next General Assembly can be expected to last

through the summer.

A. The question of seating the People's Republic of China (substantive draft

resolution).

1^. Prime Minister Sato has stated repeatedly that he favoured universality

of membership in the United Nations as a matter of principle and Foreign Minister

Aichi is currently saying that it was only natural for the 800 million people in

Communist China to be represented at the United Nations. In answer to requests

for clarification made by the government of the Republic of China (Taiwan),

government sources stated that this did not indicate any change in the Japanese

position in the United Nations and did not mean that Japan was backing a two
W

China policy. —

15. A study on the question of Chinese representation made for Foreign

Minister Aichi concluded that Japan would have to oppose itself to the exclusion

of Taiwan at the next session of the General Assembly. The study put forward

Japan Times Weekly, Saturday, May 22, 1971.
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a number of reasons for this: Japan's treaty obligations with the Republic of

China (Taiwan). The unfavourable political and military consequences for Japan

of such an exclusion, including a possible rapprochement with the People's

Republic of China leading to an encirclement of Japan; nor would recognition of

the People's Republic of China give the assurances to Japan that the People's

Republic of China would not take over Taiwan by force. Finally the study

underlines the importance of Japan's Economic relations with Taiwan as commercial

exchanges between the two countries have increased to $950,000,000 in 1970.

16. On the 12th of May Foreign Minister Aichi, in answer to a socialist

interpellation in the Diet, made a statement which was far from clear cut.

Japan he said, favoured a "double representation11, a formula according to which

both Peking and Taipei would be represented in the United Nations. It would be

normal he added, that the People's Republic of China be admitted to the United

Nations in view of the universal character of the Charter and time has come he

stated, to make an "important" decision on this subject. Japan however, would

oppose the expulsion of the Republic of China (Taiwan) from the United Nations.

17. A clarification of what is meant by double representation was given by

the Japanese Foreign Office. The most appropriate way of settling the Chinese

representation issue would be the use of the "Ukrainian formula", ^f Under this

formula the Peking Government's admission to the United Nations would be treated

as the seating of a Government rather than the entry of a country and China would

be represented by two Governments. This formula has the merit, in the opinion of

the Japanese Foreign Office, to be compatible with Japan's position, that there is

only one China as it treats both the Peking Government and the Taipei Government

as representatives of China as a single unit. In addition it would make it

impossible for Nationalist China to veto the admission of Communist China because

under this formula the Peking Government would enter the United Nations not as a

country but merely as one of the regimes representing China.

_5_/ Daily Yomiva, 2 May 1971.
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B. The resolution requiring a two-thirds majority (procedural resolution).

18. The attitude of the Japanese Government on this draft , should it be

presented this year, is far from clear and statements emanating from Japanese

officials show considerable ambivalence on the subject. Foreign Minister Mchi

last December indicated that Japan might vote against the two-thirds resolution.

Since that time, however, other statements were made indicating the contrary.

19. A ranking Foreign Ministry official, the Deputy Foreign Vice Minister

Shinsaku Hogen indicated to Liberal Democratic Party members of the Diet on

14 May that "it was certain that the important question approach would be rejected

in this year's United Nations G'eneral Assembly". It was the first time that a

government official had publicly denied the desirability of supporting the

"important question" formula. This however should not be considered as the last

word on the question.
%

20. Whatever the outcome of Japanese thinking on the subject of the two-

thirds resolution, maybe it can be assumed that the Japanese policy will be co-

ordinated on this subject with a number of countries especially the United States.

The interest of the two countries are parallel: both desire to improve their

relations with the People's Republic of China but have also treaty obligations

and interests in Taiwan. Under the Nixon doctrine Japan is slated to play an

important political role in the area, but the delicate negotiations on the

Okinawa reversal treaty, even though in their last stages, have not yet been

concluded. In this connection the two governments may both have the same problem

with the People's Republic of China, as a number of islands with their off-shore

resources, in particular the Senkoku Islands, are being returned by the United

States to Japan even though they are claimed as Chinese territory by the People's

Republic of China. -'

6/ The People's Republic of China has reacted already several times: " Japan
has no right to Senkoku", People's Daily Commentator FBIS No. 85, Vol. 1, 5 May 1971.

"Japan"s claim to Senkoku Islands only ganster logic" Peking NCNA Domestic
Service in.Chinese, Ik May 1971, FBIS No. 95, Vol. 1, 17.May 1971.
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V. COHCLUSIOM

21. The Japanese government task of defining a position on Chinese

representation is indeed difficult. On the one side of the ledger it is to her

interest not to be forced into a minority position on the question of Chinese

representation at the United Nations. On the other side there are the links with

the Republic of China. Prime Minister Sato's policy, though by no means defined

at this stage, is however, characterized by a great amount of flexibility. He has

offered to start talks with the People's Republic of China on an ambassadorial

level or reportedly even on a cabinet level, while making it clear that at this

stage it cannot be at the cost of the exclusion of Taiwan from the United Nations.

In the economic field, he holds out the hope for long-term credits to finance a

steadily increasing trade with the People's Republic of China which amounted to

approximately $800,000,000 last year, while denying credits for certain specific

purposes. Despite his flexibility his position is not easy and the fact remains

that his government has not succeeded in establishing direct contact with the

People's Republic of China.

22. Observers believe that should the Sato government fall, through a

possible coalition of some of the opposition parties, the Japanese position would

move more rapidly toward the establishment of diplomatic relations and consequently

toward a change in Japanese position on this issue in the United Nations. There

does not seem, however, to be a strong likelihood for the fall of the Sato

government which received an overwhelming majority in the last elections in

November 1969 (303 seats out of 486). There are however indications in some local

elections that the ruling Liberal Democratic Party is losing some strength, in

this connection attention is centered on the elections to be held at the end of

June for the Upper House of the Diet, as a consequence of which the Sato government

may possibly be reshuffled.

23. The People's Republic of China's aim is to end United States influence

in Japan or to have at least a relatively neutral and friendly government in Tokyo.

The conservative Japanese on the other hand wish to see a co-existence with Peking

or at least a de facto accommodation that would allow trade with the Mainland

to grow while keeping Taiwan outside communist influence and still within Tokyo's
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economic sphere. In the meantime and until these aims are in sight, Japan will

have to try to balance its interest in the direction of the Republic of China

with its interests with the People's Republic of China. In this transitional

period the People's Republic of China can afford to wait even though admittedly

its immediate commercial'interests with Japan are considerable and imports

essential for the implementation of the present five-year plan.

2̂ . On the basis of all these faqtors it seems, therefore, that Japan

will have to intensify efforts to find a solution to the problem of relations

with the People's Republic of China. This may, however, take some time.
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THE ASIAN QUADRANGLE: THE STRATEGIC
PROBABILITIES IN THE CHANGING POWER
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHINA, JAPAN

USSR AND UNITED STATES

While the basic shape of the new relationship between the principal

Asian and Pacific powers is still to be designed and while all the factors

likely to define the nature of this relationship are not yet isolated, the

more basic features of the changing patterns of power between Japan, China,

USSR and the United States are sufficiently pronounced at this stage, to

make at least a tentative appraisal possible at the empirical and speculative

levels.

Although the so-called Ping Pong diplomacy has dramatized certain

significant movements in United States-Chinese relations which had remained

frozen or static for a number of years, there is reason to believe that the

central political and strategic activities in the 70s will be defined far

more by the role of Japan than any other Asian power. Despite lack of hard

data at this atage two analogies suggest themselves as rough working

hypotheses. The first is that in the JOs Japan's relation to the United

States will be comparable to China's relation with the USSR in the 60s,

and secondly, that China's fear of Japan is similar to USSR's apprehension

of Germany. In both situations Japan appears to be pivotal in the new

emerging balance of forces — and poses strategic dilemas for the other

powers but most especially for the United States and China. The United States

strategic dilemma is rendered even more acute by the rapid decline in its

political influence and the significant limitations of its power position,

relatively speaking. This situation becomes a little clear if it is recalled

that just as in the case of Europe where the United States power and

influence were decisive in preventing the rearmament of Germany, in like

manner the United States-Japanese security agreements were vital in not only

reassuring Japan but reducing national pressure on it to develop its own

nuclear weapons. Any estrangement between the United States and Japan over

I/ Some observers are even predicting that the real power struggle in Asia
for the rest of the century will be between the People's Republic of China
and Japan and that the new Ping Pong diplomacy was only a confirmation of
the fact that the Chinese are beginning to lose their extreme fear of the
United States.



security issues or any serious decline in United States power in the region

is likely to push Tokyo into a faster unscheduled build-up of armed forces

and eventually into a decision to develop its own nuclear capacity. It

is precisely at this point that United States-Chinese policies converge

and hereto are the beginnings of policy dilemmas for both countries. As

will be shown below, Washington for a number of reasons is determined

to normalize relations with the People's Republic of China. At the same

time it realizes that this has to be done in such a way that Japan is not
2/unduely alarmed — or as one United States official phrased it Japan will

have to be made to see that improved relations with China is in its own

long-term interests (just as China will have to understand that good

relations with Japan is not inimical to it). Whether China is prepared

to accept this is problematic at this stage. What is more certain is

that both the United States and itself would seem to have a common

interest in avoiding actions that mean a nuclear Japan.

But the convergence of Sino-American interests are beginning to

appear on a number of other fronts as a result of the trauma of the 60s

when both countries had suffered serious foreign policy set-backs, the

one in the cultural revolution and the other in the Viet-Nam war, and

from which each emerged weaker politically and economically at home and

isolated abroad. At the same time both the USSR and Japan seemed to

have fared . better. Japan, for example, became stronger and "was

buttressing its international economic and political position, which

would eaable it to play an enhanced role in Asian affairs". The USSR,

despite Czechoslovakia, was able to deepen the detente with the United

States and consolidated its position in a number of areas including that

of improved relations with both India and Japan. In the face of such

2/ Curiously enough United States commitment to Taiwan is vital here.
It is becoming increasingly clear that Washington's often stated
determination to honour its commitment to Taiwan is designed less to~ placate
the government there than to assure Japan as to Washington's willingness
to honour treaty commitments. Anything less Trould simply increase Japan's
suspieion as to Washington1s reliability as well as to increase national
pressures on its government for greater self reliance in the defense field.
If these speculations are correct it would seem to follow that Washington
might be able to use its commitment argument very convincingly in
negotiations with China to the effect that an abandonment of Taiwan would
heighten Japanese militancy.
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development both China and the United States seemed to have made

significant policy decisions, the effects of which will draw the two

countries closer together, the one to end the cultural revolution and

rejoin the international community and the other, the end of the war

in Viet-Warn, i.e., to-bring Americans home, Vietnamization buttressed

by the Nixon doctrine. Looking at these deicisions,in turn it will

be noted that the end of the cultural revolution was accompanied by a

rejection of Breznev's appeal "for unity of action against the United
.revolution

States". The- principal victims Of the cultural/- were'precisely those

most firmly dedicated to a military alliance with Russia .... its

principal survivors Chou En Lai and others previously considered most
"3/flexible and realistic ̂  . Matching such a development was the United

States decision to end the war and the formulation of the Nixon doctrine.

Moreover in the realm of foreign policy it appears that the Ninth

Communist Party Congress in April 1969 was especially significant in

that here decisions seem to have been taken to move Peking's policy away

from militancy and back to the moderate position of the 1953 - 1957 period.

Lin Piao, for example, is reported to have declared that China's foreign

policy would be governed by the Five Bandung Principles including peaceful

existence. This was reiterated on 1 October of that year of the Twentieth

Anniversary of the People's Republic of China when Lin asserted that China,

as always, upholds the five principles of peaceful co-existence. The

Nixon doctrine is significant on several accounts. On the one hand it

suggests a change in certain strategic assumptions of the United States.

Basically the doctrine is an attempt to balance strategic interests, and

cost, avoiding over-commitment without abandoning the legitimate interest

and aspirations of the smaller nations subject to communist attack, bxlt

whereas the United States has overall interest in seeing wars of liberation

fail, it is no longer prepared to assume the sole burden of defense,

regardless of the cost.

,2/ Anatole Shoub "Future United States-Soviet Relations" Current,
February 1969, page 53.



Under its previous strategy of containment of China, the United States

was required to function as the principal policeman of Asia. Under the

Nixon doctrine the United States seemes to be pushing for greater self-

policing for Asian nations except on nuclear questions. This might even be

interpreted to mean an end of the containment policy and China, may have

found this to be acceptable. In any event the United States is said to be

convinced that success of the Nixon doctrine will depend in large measure,

on at least a tacit co-operation of China. Such co-operation will require

at least two basic adjustments in United States-China policy. The first

vill mean according that country super-power status despite its lack of

principal characteristics of a super-power strictly defined, for example,

military capability, etc. Ey making such a decision the United States

will no longer allow its.-policy to become a dependent variable in the

Sino-Soviet dispute. It is now prepared to judge the points of contact on

confrontation with China on its own merits, thereby freeing itself from the

role of a political p̂â n in the Sino-Soviet dispute. In connection with

the second point of adjustment Washington seem prepared to accept the

strategic aims of the People's Republic of China despite strong differences

over its ideological aims regarding the potentialities of the revolution

masses of the world under Chinese leadership. Strategically the immediate

People's Republic of China's objectives seem to be the achievement of a

level of minimum deterxerit for self defence and bargaining power.

Specifically the interest seemed to be a second strike posture with the

capacitjr to absorb and retaliate inflicting •" uii acceptable damage on both

the United States and the USSR. Observers seemed convinced that the

gaining of this minimum deterrent is a precondition for China's entering

arms control talks as an equal.

The significance of the T-Iixon doctrine on Japan may best be gjaged in

the latterte decision to double its expenditures on its armed forces.

Earlier this year Japanese Defense Agency is reported to have emphasized
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that although Japan can rely on the air and naval force under security

arrangements, it must take into account the United States plan to

reduce the number of troops in the Far East in accordance with the Nixon

doctrine. However, on the question of relations with China, Japan's

policy makers seem to be divided. Some think that Japan should continue

to trade with Peking while maintaining diplomatic relations with Taiwan,

others say this is a policy respected neither by Peking or Taiwan.

Although public opinion seemed desirous of a fresh approach,policy makers

so far seem unable to devise the right formula. The Sato government is

fiercely committed to Taiwan and is likely to remain so duriig the remainder

of its tenure. This commitment has had a significant influence on the

pace with which the United States is about to deal with Peking on the

Taiwan question and may even have decisively influenced United States

policy on the representation of Peking at the United Nations. Because

Prime Minister Sato is not expected to succeed himself after next June' s

elections, it is likely that little by way of movement can be expected

by way of this question until that time. This may be the reason why

informed observers feel that the chances of Peking's entry in the United

Nations are better in 1972 than 1971. Be that as it may,". -._ it is clearly

evident that a major restraining influence of United States policy in

Asia is Japan and policy makers of both countries seem eâ er to avoid action

that might be a case of estrangement. In this new development Soviet-

Japanese relations could have a telling effect on the direction in which

events of the 70s are likely to move? So far the USSR is playing a

highly un'deT'Statdirole and the main lines of its policy are as yet unclear.
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Japanesejrtesponse _ to Recent Developments
in Sino-American Relations

Recent developments in Sino-American relations, which culminated

in the announcement "by President Mxon of his intention to visit Peking

before next May, have caught the Japanese government largely by surprise

and ill-prepared as to its own course of action. Premier Sato has

criticized, with unusual sharpness, the US government for having kept

these plans secret and for not having taken its allies into confidence.

The Japanese response to these events, therefore, is still tentative

pending further clarification of the US policy toward the People's Republic

of China and concrete developments between the two governments.

Basically, the Japanese government welcomes the relaxation of tension

between the United States and China, having itself held that the eventual

normalization of relations between China and Japan, which are linked by

close geographical, historical and cultural ties, is necessary, and hopes

that the recent events will facilitate the improvement of Sino-Japanese

relations in the long run. Premier Sato has announced that, under

appropriate circumstances, he will also visit Peking.

The Japanese government is aware, however, that in the immediate future

Japan may be placed in a position more difficult than any other country,

since she has maintained a closer relationship, primarily economic, with

both the People's Republic of China and Taiwan than almost any country in

the free world. Japan's level of trade with both the People's Republic
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of China and Taiwan is considerable and there are groups within Japan

with strong vested interests in either relationship. Any adjustment

of these relationships would be a highly delicate matter. On the other

hand, the scramble has begun and a number of Japanese companies have already

cancelled plans to deal with Nationalist China. The Japanese government

is also conscious of her past commitment to Taiwan.

The Japanese government feels that, in view of the significant impact

of recent developments, it is highly likely that the People's Republic of

China will gain its seat in the United Nations during the forthcoming 26th

Session of the General Assembly, and that this will in turn lead to US

recognition of the People's Republic of China shortly thereafter. In

view of this, the Japanese government probably will no longer oppose

seating the People's Republic of China in the United Nations, either by

supporting the procedural resolution or by opposing the substantive resolution

as she has done in the past, but instead concentrate its efforts on keeping

the Nationalist delegation in the United Nations while accepting the

People's Republic of China delegation.

Although the consideration of the specific means to achieve this end

is still tentative, the Japanese government will avoid the "two China"

formula in view of the unequivocal rejection of such a formula by both the

People's Republic of China and Taiwan. Alternative approaches under

consideration include: (l) the concept of dual representation, which

maintains that the decision as to which is the legitimate government of



China is an internal matter to be decided by negotiation between the

PeopleTs Republic of China and Taiwan, and proposes that, pending such

a decision, both delegations be seated in the United Nations; (2) revised

"important question" resolution, which consideres as an important question

requiring a two-third majority in the General Assembly not the question of

representation of the People's Republic of China but the question of

expulsion of the Nationalist government, which is an original Member of

the United Nations, has faithfully supported the principles of the Charter

and fulfilled her obligations under it, possesses a population larger

than that of two-thirds of the Members of the United Nations, and is an

economically prosperous and viable entity; (j) a combination of the

above two. Although these approaches may be subject to criticism as

mere verbal,embellishments over the substance of the "two China" formula,

to what extent these approaches may be successful is, in the view of the

Japanese government, entirely uncertain, pending further clarification of

policies by the US, Taiwan and the People's Republic of China. The

Japanese government also holds that it is premature to discuss which, or

whether either one, of the two delegations will occupy a permanent seat

in the Security Council, but there is a tacit yet unmistakable assumption

that once the People's Republic of China is in the United Nations it will

replace the Nationalist delegation in the Security Council. The Japanese

government has concluded that Japan's own chances of becoming a permanent member

of the Security Council without veto power are virtually nil.



With respect to the question of recognition of the PeopleTs Republic

of China, the Japanese government feels that, although legally recognition

of the People's Republic of China and her representation in the United Nations

are separate questions, it will no longer be practically and politically

feasible to keep the two separate. Former Foreign Minister Ohira stated

some time ago that once the People's Republic of China was represented in

the United Nations, Japan would proceed to normalize her own relations with

the People's Republic of China and this would still be applicable.

The process of normalization, however, will be particularly complex

and difficult for Japan. She has made several overtures to the People's

Republic of China in the past to shift their contact to more formal channels

and has not met any favorable response. In view of the close ties between

Japan and both the People's Republic of China and Taiwan, the People's

Republic of China will not be satisfied with the formula employed by Canada

and Italy when they recognized the People's Republic of China whereby they

merely "took note of" the People's Republic of China's claim̂  over Taiwan

without accepting it. In fact, Premier Chou. has again recently endorsed

the five principles for normalizing Sino-Japanese relations formulated, by

the Komeito, which include the abrogation of the Peace Treaty between Japan

and the Republic of China and opposition to the presence of US troops and

the 7th Fleet in and near Taiwan as aggressive activities, terms which are

hardly acceptable to the present government of Japan. Since the People's

Republic of China does not recognize the Peace Treaty between Japan and the
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Nationalist government, a new peace treaty -with the People's Republic of

China will have to be concluded which may involve Japanese payment of

reparations to the People's Republic of China. There is also speculation

that the Chinese overtures to the United States are intended as counter

points in her growing fear of Japan as well as of the USSR. If this be

the case, an improvement of Sino-Japanese relations will not necessarily

follow.i.an improvement of Sine—American relations.

There have also been repercussions in Japanese domestic politics.

The hostility of the People's Republic of China toward the Sato government

is well-known (although the People's Republic of China is undoubtedly no

less hostile to the Nixon administration) and many believe that any

normalization of Sino-Japanese relations will have to wait until after the

end of his term, which was expected to be October 1972 at the latest.

However, partly due to the recent events which exposed the lack of close

coordination between Japan and the United States over the China question

as well"as the absence of an adequate Japanese policy toward China, Premier

Sato has recently come under bitter criticism not only from:' opposition parties,

but also from many members of his own Liberal-Democratic Party. The Japanese

press report that a cabinet crisis may be in the making, adding yet another

element of uncertainty to the future of Sino-Japanese relations. If and

when Premier Sato resigns, whoever replaces him is likely to enhance the

chances of normalization of relations between China and Japan.
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IMPLICATIONS OF UNITED STATES-CHINESE

RAPPROCHEMENT FOR THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDIE EAST

Recent reports concerning Israeli-Chinese contact in Paris are

bound to intensify speculation concerning China's role in the Middle

East conflict. Before the prospects of US-Chinese rapprochement it

was generally believed that China vould become a prime backer of the

Palestinian rebels if not their principal spokesman at the great power

level. After all, Chinese weapons, as numerous reports suggest, have

frequently been found among Fedayeen arms caches and the "Maoist"

Palestinians were considered to be the most vigorous opponents of any

accommodation with Israel and of the moderate consensus being forged under

the sponsorship of the United States and the Soviet Union. Now, however,

the tables are turning and new dimensions of great power rivalries are

likely to be introduced into the region. Current reports hint at China's

support for Israeli rejection of any settlement imposed by the United

States and the USSR and further that China might now find common cause

with Israel in its opposition to growing Soviet influence in the Arab

world. Here the logic seems flawless. Israel perceives Soviet dominance

of Arab strategy and politics to be detrimental to its security interests

and the prospect of a settlement on its terms. At the same time China

allegedly interprets any Soviet gain in the region as an increase in

Moscow's influence in a very significant arena. Both, therefore, would

find it to their advantage to nullify these gains or at least to reduce

them to a minimum.
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Recent events in the Sudan could adversely affect Soviet interest

in the Arab world and, although neither Tel Aviv nor Peking has commented

explicitly regarding alleged Soviet implications in the abortive coup,

undoubtedly they would welcome any setback dealt to Moscow in the region.

Nor should they be expected to remain passive if anti-Soviet sentiment,

begins to kindle there.

Whether repeated Sino-Israeli contacts will develop into

rapprochement is at this time a matter of conjecture. There are, after

all, certain basic differences between the two sides which cannot be

overlooked. Israel, for example, has been among those opposing representa-

tion of the PRO at the United Hatfons. Nevertheless, the fact that

contacts have been initiated is suggestive of the vigor of Israeli diplomacy

and the speed with which as a small and vulnerable state it is prepared

to respond to opportunities created by shifts and adjustments in relations

among the great powers. Whether Moscow is indifferent to such developments

is not presently known. But in view of the rather exaggerated responses

to China's invitation to President Nixon, it would not be too farfetched

to envisage some Soviet sympathizer seeing the impending US-Chinese

rapprochement as a "Zionist plot" to embarrass the Soviet Union and

preoccupy it elsewhere than the Middle East and seeing Israeli-Chinese

contact as simply a confirmation of this.
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Foreign Policy Developments in the People's

Republic of China : June-July 1971

Introduction

1* While world attention has tended to focus upon the developments in

Sino-American relations during this period the Chinese leadership itself

has placed equal overt emphasis on the development and consolidation of its

relations with a "broad number of states. Unlike earlier periods when the

establishment of diplomatic relations often had few visible, substantive

consequences, the recent series of recognitions has led to a predictable

pattern of: l) the installation of a charge d'affaires within two months.

2) the installation of an ambassador within six months; and 3) visits to China

by various governmental and functional delegations. The improvement in relations,

both with those states which had not previously recognized the PRC and with those

which had done so earlier, has in many cases been given substance by high level

trade talks and/or agreements.

2. This highly active diplomacy genuinely appears to be rooted in a desire

to further better the contacts and prestige of the PRC. Simultaneously, it

serves to emphasize that while improved relations with the U.S. might be highly

desirable, having already been the source of several Chinese diplomatic coupsf
they are in no sense a sine qua non for improvement in China's politico-

diplomatic position. The Chinese leadership is emphasizing that it has and

shall continue to exploit all of the possibilities for greater acceptance

whatever the immediate course of its relations with the U.S.

3. In view of the concentration on increasing China's acceptability to a

large number of diverse states, certain problems seem to be forming with regard

to the PRC's "revolutionary" position. This conflict between normalized relations

and the continued pursuit of revolutionary goals is potentially most crucial

vis-a-vis China's relations with North Vietnam and Worth Korea, but it is also

relevant to China's future relations with all pro-Chinese "Communist" factions

and national liberation movements generally. While the PRC leadership seems

to feel it can better further some of its revolutionary (and national), goals

through institutionalized channels, allowing for greater organization and

coordination of strategies, several of its allies and client-groups are undoubtedly

expressing concern about how1 -China's national priorities can in reality be blended

with continued "revolutionary" support. Thus,fairy the PRC leadership has tended
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to respond to such concerns by reasserting that China is not and will not become

a"superpower", oblivious to the needs of the less powerful. And given the

contribution of China's apparent "purist" revolutionary posture to the high

assessments of its national position, it is apparent that the Chinese do not

in fact wish to relinquish their claim to being the foremost supporters of

revolutionary movements. The PRO leadership in fact is probably still in the

process of determining the proper mix of "national" and "revolutionary" tactics,

an especially complex process as the two are closely interdependent. In the

meantime, it faces the immediate necessity of reassuring its "allies" that

its changing international position will not result ±m the abondonment of concern

for their interests,

Domestic Developments
4y. On 1 July, the 50th Anniversary of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)

was celebrated, but with relatively little fanfare. The Chinese leadership

had expressed the hope that the task of rebuilding the provincial party

committees would be completed by that date. The fact that this goal was not

realized might be one reason why the celebration was restrained -% The PRC

leadership admitted the continuing problems involved in restoring the party

structure and strengthening the central leadership in the commorative editorial.

Party committees at all levels must institute and
strengthen the Party Committee system, strengthen
centralized leadership, prevent excessive decentrali-
zation and the practice of "many centres", that is no
centre, and must achieve unity in thinking policy plan,
command and action .»., 2/

Nonetheless, the party rebuilding seems to have been achieved without

too much difficulty in several provinces, as a number of committees at the

district and municipal levels have also been set up.

I/ Four provinces still lack provincial party committees,

2/ "Commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the Communist Party of China",
Jenmin Jihpao Hung Ch'i and Chiehfang Chunpao editorial of 1 July
in Peking Review. No.27, July 2, 1971,



5. The Army continues to play a leading role in this rebuilding

process. Of the reformed provincial party committees, at least fifteen

are headed by military men and of the twenty-one Politburo members, ten

are soldiers. This influence is reflected even at the very top of the

political structure, where Army-Chief of Staff Huang Yung-sheng appears

to have assumed the no.k position after Mao, Lin and Chou.

6. A movement against "ultra-leftism" has also recently been in

evidence. Chen Po-ta, former personal secretary to Mao, head of the

Central Committee Cultural Revolution Group and previously Wo.k in the

Politburo group, vho has not been seen in public since August 1970, has

been attacked at the lower levels of the Party and apparently was also

the unnamed focus of certain condemnations in the 1 July editorial. Kang

Sheng, the No.5 man has been seen only once since November 1970, during

the visit of Ceausescu. Finally, and perhaps most obviously related

to China's changed international posture, Yao Teng-shan, former Charge*

d'affairesin Indonesia,was put on public trial on charges of "left ra-

dicalism" on 11 June. During the Cultural Revolution, Yao had directed

the revolution in the Foreign Ministry and the attacks on Chen Yi (then

Foreign Minister) as well as being involved in the attacks on certain

foreign embassies and diplomats* The swing in domestic politics continues

to be toward a more "moderate" position*

International Developments

Eastern Europe

7. The PRC Government continued to cultivate its relations with Eastern

Europe, and especially with Romania and Yugoslavia* A Romanian Party and

Government delegation, led by President Ceausescu, was in China 1-9 June. In

the joint communique* of 9 June, the Chinese side praised Romania for having

"firmly withstood imperialist pressure" and having" won important victories

in their struggle to safeguard nationaj. independence and state sovereignty."

The theme of independence and sovereignty has been especially emphasized with

regard to Eastern Europe since the events of 1968 in Czechoslovakia. Both



sides further reaffirmed their support for "the struggle of the people of

various countries for the withdrawal of all foreign troops from the territories

of other countries, for the dismantling of all foreign military "bases and for

the abrogation of all military blocs." Both sides pointed out that "the impe-

rialists are carrying out aggression and subversion everywhere, practising the

policy of hegemony and dictation and interfering in the internal affairs of other

countries." Yet both emphasized another aspect, which has been central to the

Chinese approach to international relations saying,"... more and more medium and

small countries in the world are getting united to oppose the imperialist power

politics, safeguard their national interests and defend therr independence and

sovereignty," It was agreed that a Chinese delegation would in turn visit Romania

at a date to be decided upon later,

8, "While the visit of Ceausescu, in retrospect- has assumed the greatest signifi-

cance from the implication that it was one channel for communication between the U,S,

and the PRC, the subsequent Yugoslav visit reinforced the impression that the Chinese

leadership has sought to pay special attention to Easter Europe per se« The Yugoslav

delegation, led by Foreign Minister Tepawac, was in the PRC 9-15 June. Once again,

the Chinese sid§ chose to emphasize the importance of national independence and state

sovereignty and the need of non-superpowers to unite. Li Hsien-nien, speaking on 9

June focused on the policy of non-alignment and the fact that"the Yugoslav people oppose

power politics practised by the superpowers and their division of spheres of influence

in Europe and the area of the Mediterranean Sea." The very short communique of 15

June, however, had literally no reference to such political issues, possibly indicating

that the Yugoslav government was unwilling to go on record as supporting the Chinese

analysis of the world power configuration, Tepavac, on the other hand, did note with

pleasure the development of Sino-Yugoslav cooperation after "the period of stagnation"

and stated "we are also very satisfied to note the obvious trend of expansion of our

economic relations." A reciprocal visit was also planned,

9, The importance of the economic sphere to the relations of the PRC with Eastern

Europe was further emphasized by the visit of a Chinese trade delegation to Hungary

and Poland* On 1 June, an exchange and payments accord was signed with Poland.

The Soviet Union

10, "While there have been few substantive developments in Sino-Soviet state relations,

the present Chinese posture on the CPSU was delineated in the 1 July anniversary edi-

torial.
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Khrushchev, Brezhnev and company are renegades from the
proletarian revolution, mad present-day social-imperialist and
world storm - troopers opposing China, opposing communism and
opposing the people. It is our Party's bound: internationalist
duty to continue the exposure and criticism of modern revisionism
with Soviet revisionism at its centre and carry the struggle
through to the end.

Western Europe and Canada

11. On 10 June, Ralph Collins, the first Canadian Ambassador to China,

presented his credentials. Quickly following this, a Canadian economic mission,

led "by Jean-Tuc Pepin, Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce, visited the

PRC 29 June-U July. The Chinese emphasized their desire to develop relations

with all countries on the basis of the five principles of peaceful coexistence

and affirmed the important role which functional exchanges could play in such

relations. As the joint communique of 2 July noted:

The two sides agreed that with the establishment of
diplomatic relations, trade, economic, and other
relationships will be expanded. Both countries
shared the desire to build the above-mentioned relation-
ships on the foundation already established, recognizing
that the further strengthening of trade and economic
relations is an essential part of the development of
Sino-Canadian relations as a whole.... in accordance with
Canada's wishes, China would continue to consider Canada
first as a source of wheat as import needs arose.

12. A French parliamentary delegation visited China during the latter half

of July, and it has been suggested that a similar Chinese visit might be expected.

Acting Foreign Minister Chi Peng-fei, speaking at a reception on 14 July,

reaffirmed the special interest of China in the French "independent" position

saying, "although our social systems are different, both countries oppose

the control and interference by big powers,"

13. On 18 July, Ghou En-lai announced that the PRC and Great Britain were

engaged in talks on the possibility of raising their relations, which have

been at the charge d'affaires level since instituted in 1950, to the ambassadorial

level. As the Chinese have interpreted the possible entry of Britain into the

Common Market as another step away from U.S. ¥hegemony" in Europe, the British

integration with the EEC may well be a basic element in these talks, together

with the British position on the PRC in the UN and presence of a British

Consulate in Taiwan.
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TOprth Africa and Africa

14. On 13 June, Libya announced that it recognized the PEC and

planned to establish diplomatic relations. Ik June, Chou En-lai

responded in a letter in which he declared that the Chinese Government

•was willing to hold talks with Libya on the subject of relations at

an early date.

15. An Algerian Government delegation, headed by Foreign Minister,

Bouteflika, arrived in Peking 21 July. As the Algerian Government is

reported of late to have upgraded their own aid to and made special

representations on behalf of the Palestian guerillas, the Mideast

situation is probably the focus of the talks.

16. The Chinese position of supporting the Palestinian guerillas

has remained unchanged, although the PRC Government has been less vocal on

the subject than it was at the end of last year. The Chinese reportedly

have been shipping tanks, armoured personnel carriers and light weapons

to the guerillas, but the Syrian.- Government seems to have seized most

of the latest supplies. Nonetheless, the Chinese have emphasized that the unity

of the Arab States and of the Palestinians themselves is the most crucial

element in an eventual Palestinian victory and may well be withholding

further material aid until it receives reassurance that further seizures

will not occur. The problem of such"Arab unity " was undoubtedly also a

topic in the talks with Bouteflika.

IT. An accord on economic and technical cooperation with Somalia was

signed 7 June, and with Iraq 21 June, both following visits by delegations

from those countries. A PRC military delegation visited botfi Guinea and

Mali in June,

Latin America

18. The PRC Government has continued to move rapidly to better its

relations with Latin American states since its recognition by Chile last

October. It continues to support the Latin American claim to a 200 mile

territorial limit and the efforts of the Andean Pact states (Chile, Peru,

Bolivia, Ecudor and Colombia) -to coordinate their policies. The latter
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effort seems a perfect text for China's tenet that small states can

"win" over big ones if they unite, A Peruvian trade delegation -was

in Peking in June and talks were held on fisheries 12-15 June. (The

Government of Peru has not yet recognized the PEC).

19. Relations have also rapidly improved with Cuba, with a new Cuban

Ambassador arriving in Peking in June and the exchange of several sport

groups,

Asia

20. As Sino-American relations have improved, the Chinese have paid

especial attention to the opposition parties in those states allies with

the U.S, which support the non-recognition of the PRC, Throughout the

period the Chinese have continued to decry the rise of Japanese militarism,

symbolized by the reversion of Okinawa and Laird's visit to Japan. Yet after

many visits by the Japanese Socialist Parties in the past, the Chinese broadened

their overtures "to Japan* A delegation of the Eameito was in the PEC in

June and reaffirmed that it opposed both the non-recognition of China and

the acceptance by Japan of an increased defense burden. Similarly, Gough

Whitlam, leader of the Australian Labour Party, led a delegation to the PRC

in July. Whitlam assured Chinese leaders that an Australian Labour Government

should it be elected would recognize the PRC.

21. The Chinese relationship with the North Korean and North Vietnamese

allies has become vastly more complicated as a result of the improvement in

Sino-American relations. While the Tenth Anniversary of the Sino-Korean Treaty

on 10 July was celebrated with great fanfare, the North Koreans are undoubtedly

disturbed by the implications of such moves for ChinaTs future support of North

Korea vis—a-vis ̂ outh Korea, Japan and the U.S.

22. On k July, the PRC came out in support of the PRGRSV T-Point proposal

for ending the was in Vietnam -% This was the first time the Chinese had

endorsed any of the proposals for a peaceful solution to the problem. The

Chinese in the past had opposed even Vietnamese participation in the Paris

talks. It was further reported by Whitlam on Ik July, that Chou En-lai had said

I/ Peking, NCNA, h July 1971; a People's Daily editorial entitled
"A Just Stand, A Reasonable Proposal."
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China was willing to take part in another Geneva conference on Indochina.

Chou had, however, expressed the view that a renewed conference should

reflect a more "Asian" structure as the original conference had been too much

in the hands of the Europeans.

23. Despite the initial support given the 7-point proposal, the Worth

Vietnamese seem to have indicated̂ that they consider Sine—American "normalization"

and talk of renewing the Geneva Conference as counterproductive to a serious

consideration of the 7-point proposal and to the Vietnamese demand for self-

determination. Therefore on 19 July, another People's Daily editorial focused

on the fialure of the previous Geneva accords reiterated that the Chinese

Government "resolutely and entirely" supported the 1 July proposal, and reassured

the Vietnamese that they would continue to have China's full support until

their goal of national solution had "been achieved. No mention was made of a
Vnew conference.*3*

2h» While the Chinese Government quite obviously would like to be associated

with any final solution to the Indochina War, it cannot be expected to press for

any solution other than those supported by the North Vietnamese of their own

accord. The tension between China's desire to play its role as an Asian power

and its apparent fear of a declining influence in Indochina should it appear

to be giving less than all-out support to North Vietnam can be expected to

remain salient.

The United States

25. The Chinese response to the public announcement of Nixon's upcoming

visit has consisted mainly of a reiteration of its basic position on a number

of issues, most notably Taiwan. Speaking before a group of American graduate

students specializing in Asia, on 19 July, Chou said that in order to establish

diplomatic relations the U.S. must recognize the Government of the PRC as the

sole legitimate representative of the Chinese people, must agree that the status

of Taiwan is an internal matter, and must withdraw all of their present military

strength and military installations from Taiwan and the Taiwan Straits. In

relation to these issues, Chou stated the PRC's opposition to the "Taiwan

I/ Peking, NCNA, 19 July 1971; editorial entitled "The National Aspiration
of the Vietnamese People Can Surely Materialize."
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Independence Movement" and termed the U.S.-Taiwan defense treaty as

"illegal, and null and avoid." Wo comment has yet been made on the

U.S. decision to end flights over China or the move in the Senate to

repeal the 1955 Congressional resolution giving the President authority

to employ U.S. forces to defend Taiwan.

26. The PRC Government has continued its policy of increasing contacts

with the American people. In addition to the above mentioned student group of the

Committee of Concerned Asian Scholars (CCAS), which is an off-shoot of the

more "orthodox" Association for Asian Studies, the PRC was also visited in late

July by a group from the American "Black Workers Congress" led by James Fourman

and Mohammed Kenyatta.

The United Nations

27. On IT July, NCNA reported on the 15 July request of 18 countries for

the inclusion of the item "The fiestoration of the Lawful Rights of the People's

Eepublic of China in the United Nations," in the provisional agenda of the

Twenty-Sixth Session. -* The report consisted of the full text of the draft

resolution, followed by the observation that a similar draft had received a

simple majority for the first time in 20 years in the voting at the Twenty-

Fifth Session.

However, because the United States, Japan, and other
countries deliberately called the resto.rati6n to the
People's Republic of China of her legitimate seats an
'important question1 which had to be passed by a two-
thirds majority and illegally concocted the so-called
'important question' draft resolution, the restoration
to China of her legitimate seats was blocked. 2/

28. Chou Eh-lai, speaking before the CCAS group on 19 July stated

that the PRC remained unalterably opposed to any advocation of a two-

China policy, a one-China, one-Taiwan policy, or any similar policy. "And

if such a situation continues in the United Nations, we will not go there."

I/ A/8.392

2/ Peking, NCNA 17 July 1971.
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IMPLICATIONS Q& UNITED STATES-CHIEBSE

RAPPROCHEMENT FOR ASIAN POLITICS

"While the policy implications of the impending United States-Chinese

rapprochement are likely to "be farreaching, involving major changes in

strategic assumptions, alignment patterns and relations "between the

superpowers, the "basic design of the new political equilibrium is likely

to emerge only in the medium and long term. But until the principal

elements of this design have "been definitively established, it will be

necessary to treat the subject only provisionally, identifying where

possible those factors and conditions which are likely to be of critical

influence, it appears that the following developments are likely to be of

significance: (a) The principal framework of US-Chinese policy will no

longer be the containment of China, while with the USSR it could conceivably

become suchj (b) A whole new set of relationships are likely to emerge

between China and its neighbors, and (c) The oft-predicted phase of

"tri-polarity" involving the two superpowers and China is likely to be by-

passed in favor of a more "quadri-policy" phase to include Japan. A sig-

nificant feature of this phase is likely to be the emergence of China and

Japan as the major strategic contenders with the Soviet Union and the

United States each, vying to deny the., other significant strategic

advantage. This system might very well resemble the old "balance of

power" arrangements of nineteenth century Europe. But whether it will be
inherently as stable is at this time a matter of conjecture.

It is, however, at a more immediate level that improved US-Chinese

relations will have its most telling effects. In this connection two

developments seem likely. The one concerns the intensification of political

activities within the region, while the other is suggestive of fundamental

reappraisals of policy commitments and calculations, particularly among the

Asian states which for ̂nearly two decades have been protected from
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Chinese designs and influence. For this latter group, apparently, the

lack of serious consultation on a matter of such magnitude as Chinese-

US rapprochement or of any joint preparations for its implications, are

clear warnings as to the value of their opinions in decisions that will

undoubtedly affect their interests. And despite President Nixon*s

expressed determination to honor United States commitments, and his

declarations that improvement in relations with the PRO would not be at

the expense of old friends and allies, the apprehension of these states

regarding their future in the dramatically altered political situation can

hardly be minimized. President Marcos of the Philippines in what might be

the most explicit statement of a generalized sentiment, is reported to

have told newsmen that "if this can happen to Nationalist China, there is

no assurance that it wont happen to us". And already the Philippines have

called for a complete review of US-Philipino relations,and its Foreign

Policy Council is preparing a re-assessment of military and economic

treaties with the United States. Moreover, President Marcos has gone so

far as to predict that the new political situation will force all Asian

countries and leaders to review the terms of all agreements between the

United States and their respective countries.

Such concern is understandable in view of the fact that until a short

time ago a number of these states had based their policies and expectations

on assumptions of "permanent US-Chinese hostility" or in their policy

calculations had presumed that an inflexible policy of containment could

be maintained indefinitely. Now, however, they must assess "rapprochement"

not only in terms of its impact on their immediate interests but also on
the extent to which they will be able to shape events in the region.

Here calculations will have to be made both from a short and a long term

perspective.

Ironically, the Government of the Republic of Vietnam seems less
alarmed at the prospect of US-Chinese rapprochement than their
counterpart in North Vietnam.
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But the preoccupations of the smaller states is "but one dimension

of the adjustment problem. Of significance also is the pace and timing

of recent developments. In this connection, it should "be noted that

improvements in US-Chinese relations are occuring simultaneously with the

113*8 declared intention to gradually reduce its presence in that region,

as reaffirmed by the Uixon doctrine and the US decisions "to wind down the

Vietnam war." This, in turn, would suggest that "post-Vietnam" power

arrangements are of immediate concern to the strategic planners and

policy makers throughout the area. What seems most probable is that at

least Japan, China and the Soviet Union would wish to have significant

roles in shaping the new alignment of forces or at least would seek to

avoid being left out of the process, China, which had long been isolated

from the politics of the region, now seemed determined to play a leading

role in Asia or at least to offset Japanese and Soviet influence there.

At the same time, China might be convinced that President Nixon under-

stands and accepts this. In an article in the October 1967 issue of Foreign

Affairs entitled "Asia After Vietnam", the President is reported to have

written that any American policy toward Asia must come urgently to grips

with the reality of China. Without a rapid rise in Chinese influence and

prestige, however, the Soviet Union,and more especially Japan, are likely

to succeed the United States in becoming the principal powers of the

region. China's strategy in this regard seems to be the reduction of

tensions at the ideological level so that it might more virogously pursue

its interests at the strategic level. This fundamental shift in its policy

orientation may have been motivated by the fact that the break with Moscow

in the early Sixties placed China in a curiously isolated position with the

two most powerful nations in the world as its enemies. Moreover, the

Cultural Revolution lost China both friends and influence in the Third

World, and the 1969 chashes between Soviet and Chinese troops along its

northern border brought the two countries to the brink of war and

brought home to China the dilemma of being a power without significant
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allies. In the absence of such a shift, China would be forced to

remain at odds in Asia with the Soviet Union, the United States and

Japan. By opting to seek accommodation with the United States at this

time, however, China would be able to limit the areas of danger at

minimum cost.

Its relations with Japan and the Soviet Union are less easily

accommodated, however. And China seems not to have formulated any

coherent strategy vis-a-vis these two states beyond a certain measure of

flexibility and firmness in dealing with them.

Although it has frequently sounded the alarm that Japan was

resuming its pre-World War II militarism, and although its official media

paid close attention to Japan*s economic activity in Southeast Asia, there

are even more substantive issues between the two states which must be

resolved if relations are to be normalized. For example, there is a

territorial dispute regarding certain islands of the Byukyu Chain. Both

sides see the question as a matter of principle and "Tokyo and Peking are

equally determined not to back down on such a fundamental issue". Then

there is the strategic implication of the return of the Ityukyus themselves.

The reversion of this archipelago to Japanese administration next year will

make Japan a much closer maritime neighbor of the Mainland. Finally,

there is the question of Taiwan which since 1969 Japan tends to regard as

part of its inner sphere of defence. It might thus be tempted to support

an independent Formosa which would allow it to maintain its interests and

influence there. Despite, these issues, Chou En-lai in recent talks with

visiting leaders of the Japanese parliamentary opposition is reported to
have "proposed once again the normalization of relations between Peking

and Tokyo through the signing of a peace treaty." Failing this, he
2

suggested the conclusion of a non-aggression pact between the two states.

"Sino-Japanese Relations," Le Monde Weekly, July 8-l4, 1971, p.J
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On the other hand it is of interest to note that Japan is presently

pursuing what might he described as "resource diplomacy". But given its

dependence on raw materials from outside sources, and its vulnerability

to outside events, a basic policy must undoubtedly be the protection of

these sources and, as some suspect, their removal from Chinese competition

and influence. It is therefore only a matter of time before Japan's

political and military activity in the region increases dramatically. Of

even more significance, however, is the uncertainty of Japan's strategic

choices in the face of US-Chinese rapprochanent. Prior to this prospect,

the strategic hypothesis underlying Japan's rearmament plan was that a

conventional capability vould,::;be adequate to meet its regional defence

needs and that in more serious conflicts it could "rely" on the US nuclear

umbrella. Whether its faith in that latter prospect remains unshaken or

whether, like France, it will opt for its own independent nuclear

capability is at this time not known. However, in view of the increasing

strains in its relations with Washington, it might find itself having to

reappraise both its security interests and needs as it is doing in terps

of economic and trade relations. One option might be the reduction of

dependence on the US nuclear shield by placing itself equally under the

protection of the Soviet nuclear umbrella.

While rapprochement is likely to diminish China's isolation and
ti t»

the threat of its encirclement by the long suspected US-Soviet alliance,

this "threat" could become a majjor element of concern for the Soviet Union

which might now perceive itself as an object of encirclement. Ironically,

the Wixon doctrine seemed to have heightened the fear of both the Soviet

Union and China on this question, as each seems to have interpreted the
reduction of US involvement in the region as opening the way for the other

to increase its own influence and power and thereby developing alignments

that could lead to its encirclement. Both must therefore guard against

this prospect. And while, as was noted above, the Chinese response

seemed to be based on rapprochement with the United States, Soviet policy

is more uncertain. In its first official reaction to the forthcoming

US-Chinese summit, the Soviet Union appeared willing to accept improvement
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in relations "between the two countries, provided it was not directed

against Moscow. Pravda» for example, has noted that the "party and

state will take into account all the possible consequences of the Chinese-

American contacts". At the same time it warned that "any designs to use

the contacts between Peking and Washington for some pressure against

the Soviet Union, or the states of the socialist community are nothing

but the result of a loss of touch with reality. How Moscow will

react will depend in large measure on how events unfold. At this point

there has been no discernable policy adjustment. It should be recalled,

however, that not long ago Soviet diplomats had allegedly taken private

soundings in Asian capitals on the desirability of establishing an

"Asian Security System". While nearly all reports suggest that the Soviet

proposal in this regard was somewhat vague, the prospect of a US-China

rapprochement could push Moscow to pursue more vigorously its policy in

this direction. In the evolving Soviet policy for "post-Vietnam Asia,"

Moscow might very well become heir to Washington's policy of containment
4

of China and the sponsor of a regional alliance to that end. In this

connection it should be noted that the idea has been advanced that the

Brezhnev Doctrine might be interpreted to mean that Warsaw Pact committ-

ments could extend to Asia.

As new power alignments are forged, it is likely that India will

become increasingly significant in Soviet Asian strategy, to an extent

replacing China as Moscow's principal Asian ally. This seems all the

more probable in view of the projected increase in US-Soviet naval

competition in the Indian Ocean and correspondingly India*s heightened

strategic relevance. Added to this is the fact that US-Chinese
rapprochement is taking place at a time when US-Indian relations are

Bernard Gwert^man, "Moscow Avows it: Desires Better US and China
Ties," Hew York Times, 25 July, 1971.

It is also possible that Moscow, aware of moves toward regional
cooperation among Asian States on a variety of levels, is
desirous of identifying with and accelerating such moves.
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undergoing serious strains, in part, because of the crisis in East

Pakistan and US military assistance to the Pakistani Government. India

has publicly charged that such assistance amounted to a "condonation of

genocide in Bangla Desh and encouragement to the continuation of atrocities

by the Military rulers of Pakistan". Moreover, Indian officials have

frequently pointed to the contrast between the US policy and that of the

Soviet Union under which no shipment of arms had gone to Pakistan since

April of last year; and to the similarities between American and Chinese

policies of military support. Complicating this situation even further

is the fact that Kissinger's visit to Peking originated in Pakistan which

suggests that Pakistan was taken into the United States' confidence while

India was not.

What type of policy adjustment India will make in the face of

these developments will depend in large measure on its assessment of the

changing power situation, and its conception of its role in the shaping of

events. One theory holds that it sees itself in a role analogous to

France in Europe and will seek to widen its scope of activity in the

region.
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THE SINO-AMBRICAK SUMMIT;

SIGNIFICANCE OF TIMING

As the implications of the proposed Chinese-American summit begin

to unfold, it is becoming increasingly clear that the timing of this

event could be almost as important as the substance of the talks and

could very well define the posture of each side, thereby significantly

influencing the outcome. While little has been reported regarding

China's attitude toward timing, it would seem obvious that as hosts they

are likely to favor a date most auspicious to their interests. In this

connection it would seem equally evident that the question of timing will

be of immense significance in American responses. Already it has been

suggested that President Nixon had planned his Chinese sojourn with a

re-election very much in mind. Consequently it was believed that a

visit to China in the spring of 1972 just before the primaries would

signal the official launching of his campaign. How, however, the

question of timing is being re-examined and there are serious suggestions

that his "journey for peace" might be moved up to a date well before May

of 1972 and could even be as early as the fall of 1971.

Among the explanations advanced for the probable revision in the

Presidentfs time-table is the argument that the longer the President

waits "the greater the pressure will be on him to explain his aims to the
American people and to start consulting with Allied nations on policy
changes he may have in mind in connection with the visit". Such

explanations, it is felt, will limit the Presidents freedom of action

thereby placing him in a less than favorable position in the bargaining

process. Moreover, the Republican right wing seems divided on

rapprochement with a number of its more influential elements either

objecting to it entirely or insisting on a very hard line with few
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concessions. With almost nine months at its disposal the extreme right

could mobilize its very considerable resources against the President

thereby forcing him to radically revise his summit strategy.

At the international level the situation could be equally perilous.

While the impending visit has deflected attention from the Paris negotiations,

it must be recalled that at the time of the President's announcement both

the Democratic Bepublic and the Provisional Revolutionary Government of

Vietnam were awaiting a response to the latterTs seven-point peace proposals

which presumably had met a number of the key American conditions for ending

the war. In the interim the Paris talks have assumed a low key tone and

military operations in the war zones seemed to have been reduced. These

conditions cannot be expected to last indefinitely however. On the other

hand, if the Indo-China situation is on the Agenda of the Chinese-American

Summit,, then the President might hesitate to respond meaningfully to the

latest offer of the PEG at least until the matter has been aired in Peking.

But if his visit does not take place until the spring of 1972, public atten-

tion and pressure might long since have reverted to the Paris negotiations

and to seriousness of the Administration's intentions or its good faith

in bringing the war to a speedy conclusion. What is therefore suggested

is that if the President is to postpone his response until after his

visit to Peking, while at the same time avoiding resumed attacks on his

Vietnam strategy, then it is likely that the date of the Submit will be

sharply advanced.

Moreover, the timing of the visit could conceivably be influenced
by developments elsewhere. In this connection it might be noted that

while the President, in his News Conference on 5 August,declined to

speculate on the date of his trip, beyond the fact that "the time would
be worked out sometime within the next two to three months", certain

of his other remarks might hold the key to his thoughts on the matter.

For example, in discussing relations with the Soviet Union he noted the

progress that was being made on the question of Berlin and the SALT

talks. Then he added that the final breakthrough in any of these
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areas can take place only at the highest levels and then there would be

a meeting. "But as far as the timing of the meeting "before the visit

to Peking, that would not "be an appropriate thing to do". Besides

his hint that both sides were committed to "working toward an agreement

simultaneously this year" on both issues, : : would suggest that"the
preparations for/Peking visit will be made with the prospect of a Soviet-

American Summit in mind.

With the dramatic announcement of US-Chinese detente, the latterfs

prestige has soared considerably and has encouraged a number of states

to revise their relations with the People's Republic of China and several

others to establish diplomatic relations with Peking. With this clear

signal of US intention at their disposal, these states will now feel free

to seek accords of their own and many may even proceed to Peking well

ahead of Nixon when they could conceivably work out special arrangements

on terms most favorable to them. Japan, for example, could lead a
2

pilgrimage of a significant number of states to Peking. With fewer

basic differences between most states and China than between China and

the United States, agreement might be more easily concluded. China in

turn would not only emerge from its isolation but could by May of 1972

be on good working relations with the majority of states of the world

community and if President Hixon is among the last to visit China he

might find that Government in a significantly improved bargaining

position. Washington, for example, could no\. longer promise to be

instrumental in ending China*s isolation. And if China were in the more

favorable bargaining position, Nixon might find himself unable to win

significant concessions and might thus return from Peking empty handed.
This, in turn, could have serious repercussions on the election

qampaign and Mxon's political future.

The New York Times, 5 August 1971.

It is interesting to note that President He Win of Burma will
be paying an "informal" visit to China in August with a view
to improving relations between the two countries which had
been strained since 1967. At a. somewhat different level, the
United Kingdom is repotted to be" considering raising Chinese-British
diplomatic relations to the Ambassadorial level.
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If, on the other hand, Nixon makes a "pre-emptive visit" and,

say, goes to Peking before the United Nations China debate, he

might then hold the upper hand in negotiations. Such a change,

however, would call for hasty preparations of the summit agenda with

all the dangers that such would entail. Moreover, there is no

guarantee that the PRO would agree to a visit that might unfavorably

affect their time-table and give the Americans an advantage. Farfetched

as it may seem, therefore, the timing of the visit could be the first of

many deadlocks that might emerge along the path of improved US-Chinese

relations.

Whatever the date of Mr. Mxon*s visit to China the event will be

one rich with symbolism and very much in keeping with Chinese history

and culture. Traditionally, in its dealings with foreigners China has

always required and expected the latter to journey to Peking, not vice

versa; and neither the Communist nor cultural revolutions seem to

have eliminated this practice, at least not at the symbolic level.

But this particular visit will be symbolically important in another
respect. By having the leader of one of its principal enemies come to

Peking, China is thus able to lsave face*regarding the accommodation

of the quarrel. Had the situation been reversed, the Chinese would

appear to have capitulated. Besides, President Nixon's visit to Peking

could come to symbolize American acknowledgement of the victory of the

Communists in the Chinese civil war, and the fact that the war might

now have moved a step closer toward a formal conclusion.
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PROCEDURAL ASPECTS OF THE QUESTION OP
CHINESE REPRESENTATION

I. INTRODUCTION

1. The purpose of the following note is not to give a scenario of the

proceedings on the question of Chinese representation. It is only aimed at
outlining different possibilities that may conceivably arise procedurally

vithout further assigning a higher degree of probability to one or another.

2. For the purpose of this paper it is also assumed that the official
positions of the two main parties are known. In the case of the People's
Republic of China Jitsr position is clear cut. Prime Minister Chou En Lai,

in a number of statements and interviews, stated that the People's Republic

of China would only occupy its seat at the United Nations if it were the
this

sole representative of China with all tM£/ implies as one of the five

Permanent Members of the Security Council, and that the question of Taiwan

is an internal matter between the People's Republic of China and Taiwan;

and finally that there is no question of leaving the status of Taiwan in

suspense, not even of making it a country separate from China. The draft

resolution submitted by 17 countries —• (henceforth to be called the Albanian

draft) expresses clearly the position of the People's Republic of China.

3. The exact position of the United States is somewhat harder to define
as clearly. Secretary of State Rogers, in his statement on 2 August,

defined American;-policy as supporting the seating of the People's Republic
of China but opposing the expulsion?? of the Republic of China. It is

2/reported in the press ** that two draft resolutions will be submitted. One

to the effect that both the People's Republic of China and the Republic of
China have the right of representation and another which would make any

proposal for the expulsion of the Republic of China an important question

under Article 18 of the Charter. These texts, however, have not become as

I/ Document A/8592, 15 July 1971.
2/ New York Times, 5 August 1971
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yet available officially but it is reported that consultations for

sponsoring both drafts are taking place ( in this connection much is expected

from the visit of the Japanese Foreign Minister presently taking place) and

that the first draft will be amended to make a special reference to the seat

in the Security Council.

4. In view of the fact that the chronological order of events is the

determining factor, the proceedings in the Assembly will be taken up in that

order. The first relevant action to be taken is the appointment of the

Credentials Committee (point 5 on the provisional agenda A/QkOO) followed

by actions leading up to the formation of the General Committee, namely the

election of the President (point k), the constitution of the main committees

and the election of officers (point 5) and the election of vice-presidents

(point 6). Finally, the proceedings at the Assembly itself will be considered.

II. THE CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE

5. As the appointment of this Committee comes ahead of the election of
the President, it is the temporary president, namely the president of the

preceding session, Mr. Hambro, who will propose the nine members of that
Committee for the Assembly's approval.

6. To date there has been no challenge to the proposals made as these
are made after consultation with a number of interested countries. In the
preceding years the rule of 5, 5 and 1 applied - namely, 5 members opposed

to the seating of the People's Republic of China, 5 in favour and 1 neutral.

Last year these countries were: 5 against seating the People's Republic of

China - Australia, Ecuador, Greece, Liberia and the United States; 5 in

favour - Mauritania, Poland and USSR and 1 neutral - Ireland. This year

there is speculation that the Credentials Committee's composition might be

changed to k, k and 1 in order to reflect more accurately the trends in the

General Assembly. Last year's president being from Norway, a country which

unreservedly supports the seating of the People's Republic of China, it is
possible that he will favour a 4, U, 1 ratio. The k, k, 1 ratio will also
create a complete deadlock on credentials, as presumably the neutral, who
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maintain a neutral attitude. It is unlikely in any case that a change in

Chinese representation would take place via the Credentials Committee, whose

role on this subject was clarified last year by a presidential ruling.

According to this ruling the Credentials Committee has a formal role. It is
only asked to rule on whether credentials are issued by a proper authority
but the rights and privileges of membership will still have to be decided
by the General Assembly on the advice of the Security Council ̂  . Therefore,

in the unlikely event of the People's Republic of China presenting Letters

of Credentials to the Credentials Committee, all that Committee could do
would be to decide whether the credentials are in proper order, but its

competence would not extend further and the question would still be in the

lap of the Assembly.

III. ASSEMBLY'S ACTION LEABIHS TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE

GENERAL COMMITTEE.

A. Election of the President

7. No problem is expected on this score as it is the turn of Asia to

preside and the Asian candidate is Foreign Minister Malik of Indonesia. With
regard to the Chinese question, Indonesia is in a difficult position as it

had suspended diplomatic relations with the People's Republic of China during

the Cultural Bevolution. The acute differences between the two countries

seem to have subsided but official relations have not as yet been re-established,

and at the last Assembly Indonesia did not participate in the vote on the
China question.

2/ The ruling of the President was in the case of the challenge to the
Membership of South Africa in the United Nations. A number of Governments
submitted an amendment to the Report of the Credentials Committee calling
for the expulsion of the Republic of South Africa. At that time the President
ruled on the advice of the legal advisor of the United Nations, that "the
amendment ... would not seem to mean that the South African Delegation is un-
seated or cannot continue to sit in this Assembly; if adopted it will not
affect the rights and privileges of the Membership of South Attica". See
documents A/A.1̂ 2, A/A.lte.Add.l. A/PV. 1901, A.FV.1929.
A/L-605 and Rev. 1 and Add.l
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klB. Election of the Presidents of the Seven Main Committees -J

8. Even though the full list is not yet available, a number of them are

known. The lists reads as follows:

First Committee: Bulgaria

Special Political Committee: Ireland

Second Committee: Philippines

Third Committee: Finland

Fifth Committee: Nigeria

The chairmanships of the Fourth Committee and the Sixth Committee are still

being negotiated. One of them vill go to Asia and the other to Latin America,,

C. Election of the Vice-Presidents •&

9. The 17 Vice-Presidents are elected according to two criterias. One

with regard to geographic representation and the second "five representatives

from the Permanent Members of the Security Council". As far as is known

the geographical Vice-Presidents are

Africa - k: Burundi, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Zambia.

Western Europe and Other - 2: Belgium, Greece.
Eastern Europe - 1: Hungary

Latin America - 5: Colombia, Costa Rica, Venezuela.
Asia - 2: Unknown.

10. Though the annexed resolution mentioned, specifically calls for the
Vice-Presidencies of the five Permanent Members of the Security Council,
these, in order to be elected, have to obtain the required majority in
elections held at the General Assembly, which in this case is the simple

majority. In the past all five Permanent Members have obtained the required

\J The seven chairmen are elected according to a geographical pattern
contained in paragraph k of the annexed resolution 1990, (XVIII) of 17 December
1965.

5/ The 17 vice-presidents are elected according to the provisions of
paragraph 2 of the annexed resolution 1990 (XVIII).
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majority. Last year the required figure vas 50 votes and the four great
powers obtained 95 votes each and China obtained 73 •

11. The problem might therefore arise should China not receive this year

the required number of votes, vhat then of the provisions of Besolution 1990?

In this connection it may be recalled that China did lose its seat on the

Economic and Social Council about 10 years ago and vas replaced by an Asian

country. Nonetheless, the possibility of this occurringat the Assembly is

slight as member countries might consider favourably electing China to the

Vice-Presidency and thus secure a place on the General Committee for the
eventual representatives of the People's Republic of China. However, it is

theoretically conceivable that the place of China remains vacant if it is

not elected to the General Committee as it cannot be replaced by another

Asian country in this case. The situation in the Economic and Social Council

vas different because there are no statutory requirements for the membership

of the five Permanent Members of the Security Council.

IV. THE GENERAL COMMITTEE

12. The duties of the General Committee, according to the Rules of Procedure

of the General Assembly document A/520/Rev.lO, consist in making recommendations

to the Assembly on whether an item should be included in the agenda (Rule 40)

and in determining the priorities of the item (Rule 4l). The General Committee
can meet periodically all through the Assembly at the time the President
deems it necessary or any of the Members request it to review the progress

of the General Assembly and make recommendations (Rule 42).

13. A. Composition

The General Committee takes its decision by simple majority and its
composition, therefore, is of considerable importance to the outcome of the

China question. Negotiations as veil as bartering between Delegations this
year are therefore more intense. In spite of its tentative character, the

list contained in paragraphs 8, 9 and 10 above bring out a number of facts.

6/ A/PV.1839, 1840.
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i. The group of Western Europe and other countries is represented
by three governments who have made it clear that they will support the seating
of the People's Republic of China all the way - United Kingdom, France and

Finland. Of the additional three Ireland has consistently abstained from

voting on the issue, Belgium has favoured the seating of the People's Republic

of China but opposed the exclusion of Taiwan and abstained on the Albanian

draft and Greece has voted in favour of the procedural and against the

Albanian draft.

ii. Eastern Europe, represented by the USSR and Hungary has voted

unconditionally for the seating of the People's Republic of China.

iii. Africa: Sierra Leone has recently recognized the People's

Republic of China so it is unlikely to hpld-to'itsspast; vote opposing the
seating of the People's Republic of China. Nigeria. Sudan and Zambia favour

the seating of the People's Republic of China. Burundi, which had suspended

diplomatic relations with the People's Republic of China during the Cultural

Revolution, had not participated in the voting last year on the seating of

the People's Republic of China but voted also against the procedural resolution.

iv. Latin American group will most probably be represented by

Costa Rica, Colombia and Venezuela, who.1 all three voted in favour of the

procedural draft and against the Albanian draft. Though Peru and Trinidad and
Tobago are reported to have been candidates, they are reported also to have
bartered away these candidacies for future seats in the Security Council and
the Economic and Social Council respectively.

v. Asia: The President of the Assembly is from Indonesia and his
country, as noted earlier, abstained from voting. At the time of writing
only the Philippines membership seem certain and in the past it had voted

against the seating of the People's Republic of China.
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B. Proceedings

Ik. The General Committee has already been called to meet for three days

starting September 22. In relation to the China problem it will have to

decide on a number of questions.

i. The inclusion of each of the items on the question of China,

namely the Albanian request (A/8392) and the American request (A/8U42). In
this connection it is possible that a lengthy discussion on the inclusion of

the item presented by the United States vill take place.

ii. If it is decided to include only the Albanian item, then the
United States will have to wait for further action till it gets to the General

Assembly. If both items are included it is possible that a request will be

made from one of the sponsors of the American draft for joining of the two

items under the umbrella of a new item entitled, for example, the Question

of China. It is not excluded that at this time a lengthy discussion would

take place and strong opposition would develop against linking the two

items. A precedent will be invoked in favour of linking the items, that of

the items pertaining to the Korean question where the then President of the

General Assembly, Miss Angie Brooks ruled in"spite of a heated debate in

favour of linking the items.

iii. If the two items are not linked then it is likely that the

Albanian draft would have precedence as it had been submitted earlier. It
is therefore possible that at that time the sponsors of the American

draft will ask for precedence on the grounds that their item is broader

and more inclusive than the Albanian item. It is by no means certain that

this request will be made in the General Committee, especially if the

sponsors of the American draft are of the opinion that they would be out-
voted. In that case this question would also be postponed till the General
Assembly.

iv. It is also conceivable that the sponsors of the Albanian draft

would raise the question of priority for consideration of their item either
ahead of the general debate or immediately following it. This, it seems
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vill be the case if sufficient assurances exist that the Albanian draft

will be considered before the American draft and will muster the necessary

amount of votes for passing. In that case the People's Republic of China

would be seated relatively earlier in the proceedings of the General Assembly

and therefore participate in the debate on all major issues. There are,

however, difficulties in asking for precedence ahead of the general debate

as the majority of Foreign Ministers, faithful to their custom, are
coming for the general debate and would not look favourably on any post-

ponement of that debate.

V. THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

15. The report of the General Committee or parts of that report can

be challenged by the General Assembly. In any case much of the discussion

mentioned under paragraph 14 above can be held directly in the General

Assembly without having passed through the General Committee.

A. Proceedings in case the Albanian Draft is voted on first.

16. Regardless of whether the American item gets on the agenda, or is

linked with the Albanian proposal, the normal course of events would be

that it should be voted upon first. Rule 93 (132) stipulates that unless
the Assembly decides otherwise, voting on the proposals will be "in the

order in which they have been submitted". If this rule is applied and the
voting goes unchallenged then the outcome will be swift. The draft resolution
will either get a majority or will not. If it gets the majority then the
representatives of Taiwan are expelled and the representatives of the People's
Republic of China are aeated. Last year the vote on this resolution was

very close, 51 in favour and 49 opposed. It is not inconceivable therefore
that there should be a tie. In that eventuality rule 97 (134) provides

that a second vote be taken "within 48 hours of the first vote ... if this

vote also results in a quality the proposal shall be regarded as rejected".



17. A second eventuality would be that if the Albanian draft resolution

is voted on first, the sponsors of the United States draft will take one

of the following courses of action.

i. They can either ask for a separate vote on paragraph 2 calling

for the expulsion of the representatives of Taiwan under rule 91 (150)»

This request for division is voted on by simple majority; if it passes

the sponsors of the United States draft can request that the vote on

paragraph 2 should be subject to two-thirds majority in accordance with

Article 18 of the Charter (rules 85, 86, 87). This request would obviously

be made in the hope that the expulsion of Taiwan could not muster a two-

thirds majority. However, the vote on whether it should be made subject

to a two-thirds majority requires only a simple majority and it is this

vote that is possibly the most crucial one of the proceedings.

18. If the Assembly accepts to make the expulsion an "important question"

requiring two-thirds but no two-thirds are obtained in the actual voting,

then the outcome will be non-expulsion of Taiwan in which case the supporters

of the Albanian draft may possibly withdraw their resolution all together

and the question would be postponed till another year. If two-thirds of

the membership does vote in favour of expulsion or in case the motion to

make expulsion an "important question" fails and expulsion does receive

a simple majority, from that moment on the seat of China would be vacant

and the Assembly would proceed with the voting on the Albanian draft

which then, most likely, would pass and the People's Republic of China

would be seated possibly by acclamation.

19. An alternative to the request for a divided vote would be the

submission for an amendment.' Under rule 92 (ijl), amendment would have

to be voted on first. In case several amendments will be submitted the

one "furtherest removed in substance from the original proposal" would

be voted on first.
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B. Proceedings if the American Draft obtains Priority.

20. In this case, of course, the draft calling for the seating of both

the People's Republic of China and the Republic of China would be presented

first. In the unlikely prospect that no motion is made against it - either

in the form of an amendment or if the case warrants it a call for divided

vote - it would be voted on. If it obtains the required majority (simple)

then there would be an increase in the membership of the United Nations

by one, but presumably one of the Permanent Members would not occupy its

seat and the question would come up again next year. In case the draft

does not pass, the sponsors of the American drafts might conceivably then

proceed with their second draft calling for a two-thirds majority for

expulsion. If they do not obtain it then presumably the vote on the Albanian

draft would follow. If they obtain it then it would be up to the sponsors

of the Albanian draft to determine their course of action.

C. Factors Affecting the Voting

21. The above is a simplified view of the proceedings. The variety of
, and

procedural complications is practically iMllinitied r should the debate

drag on for a long time, the possibility of an increased number of

abstentions looms on the horizon. Experience has shown that the more

complicated procedure becomes and the faster the pace of the vote, the

greater the number of countries who .Hos® the thread and start to abstain.

22. Important also will be the attitude of countries who support the

seating of the People's Republic of China: how consistently will they

vote against any procedural manoeuvre which would delay the outcome.

Some, like the United Kingdom and Norway, made it clear that they will

vote throughout the proceedings against any delaying tactics. Others may

waver on expulsion.

23* A number of countries established diplomatic relations with the

People's Republic of China in 1971:
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Date Vote at 25th Session

Procedural Substantive

Austria 27 May Yes Yes

Cameroon 2 April Abst. Abst.

Chile 5 January No Yes

Iran 17 May Yes Abst.

Kuwait 29 March No Abst.

Libya 9 June No Yes

Nigeria No Yes

Peru 20 April No Abst.

Sierra Leone 30 July Yes No

Turkey 5 August Yes No

It can be expected that six of these, Cameroon, Iran, Kuwait, Peru,

Sierra Leone and Turkey will change their vote in favour of the Albanian

draft. The other four namely, Austria, Chile, Libya and Nigeria had already

voted in favour of it.

2k. Finally, there are a number of new members Buthan and Bahrein will

certainly be members by the time the China question comes up and so will

possibly Quatar and Oman.
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10 September 1971

Mote on the Question of Chinese representation in the Security Council

I. Competence of the Security Council to decide independently on the issue

This paper is based on the assumption that the General Assembly will

have made a decision on the question of the representation of China before

this matter is brought up in the Security Council.

However, it is appropriate to mention in this context that the Charter

does not confer on the General Assembly the right to decide for other principal

deliberative organs questions regarding the representation of a Member State.

Accordingly any decision taken by the General Assembly on the issue of Chinese

representation would not be binding on the Security Council (nor for that

matter would it be binding on the Trusteeship Council of which China is also

a member). The General Assembly decision would be rather in the nature of a

recommendation.

This is clear from the wording of General Assembly resolution 396 (V),

the main operative paragraphs of which read as follows:

"1. Recommends that, whenever more than one authority claims to be the

government entitled to represent a Member State in the United Nations

and this question become the subject of controversy in the United

Nations, the question should be considered in the light of the Purposes

and Principles of the Charter and the circumstances of each case;

2. Recommends that, when any such question arises, it should be considered

by the General Assembly, or by the Interim Committee if the General Assembly

is not in session;

3. Recommends that the attitude adopted by the General Assembly or its

Interim Committee concerning any such question should be taken into account

in other organs of the United Nations and in the specialized agencies;"
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The right of the Security Council to decide independently on issues of

representation was stressed by the Committee of Experts in its report of

consideration of an amendment proposed by India to the provisional rules of

procedure. Under that amendment, the President of the Security Council would

have been required to ascertain the views of the Governments of Member States

of the United Wations if a challenge were made to the right of any person to

represent, or continue to represent, a State on the Security Council. The

report of the Committee of Experts stated that, while its members agreed that

some uniform procedure in this matter would be desirable, "in the course of

deliberations the Committee based itself on the assumption that the right of

the Security Council to consider any question relating to the representation

or the credentials of one of its members was indisputable. In view of those

considerations, the Committee considered that the Security Council should not,

for the moment, take any decision on the proposed amendment to rule 1? of the

provisional rules of procedure of the Security Council."

The Council decided to approve the conclusions presented to it in this

connexion by its Committee of Experts.

The Security Council's competence to act as an independent organ of the

United Nations also was pointed up by the Secretary-General in a report of

18 September 1952 to the General Assembly at its seventh session (A/2170,

paras. 102-106 dealing with the preparation of the Repertoire).

"The view has repeatedly been expressed in the Security Council
that the Council is, and should remain, the master of its own
procedure ... Attention has been drawn to the danger that any premature
formalization of the procedures of the Council might impede the latter
in the discharge of its responsibilities under the Charter. Such an
attitude, it has been contended, corresponds to the very nature of the
work of the Security Council."
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II. Previous Security Council .Consideration of the Issue

The issue of Chinese representation has arisen before the Security Council

on several occasions since 1949. The principal discussions occurred in 1949-50,

but others of interest took place in 1951* 1955 and 1968.

The Security Council first considered the Chinese representation issue

between 29 December 1949 and 7 February 1950. The major discussion occurred

at the 459"th, 460th, 46lst meetings on 10, 12, and 15 January.

At the 45&th meeting, on 29 December 1949 before the agenda was adopted,

the USSR representative questioned the right of the "Kuomintang" representative

to represent China. After a short exchange of views the President (Canada),

noting that the matter was not on the provisional agenda, ruled that the matter

was closed.

At the 459th meeting before the adoption of the agenda, the USSR representative

introduced a draft resolution whereby the Council would decide not to recognize

the credentials of the "Kuomintang11 representative and to exclude him from the

Council. Despite the USSR representative's insistence on an immediate vote,

the Council upheld the President's (China) ruling that the proposal should

be considered at a subsequent meeting.

The Soviet resolution was placed on the agenda and considered at the

460th and 46lst meetings. The President yielded the Chair to the representative

of Cuba in accordance with rule 20. The representative of China said that

the Soviet resolution.,, although speaking of credentials, had actually called

into question the right of his Government to be represented at all; thus the

issue was a political, not a procedural question. The USSR representative

replied that the issue was not whether the "Kuomintang" representative had

valid credentials but that he had no credentials at all.
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At the 46lst meeting the Soviet resolution was put to the vote and failed

to obtain the affirmative votes of seven members.

The Chinese representation issue next arose at the Council's 480th meeting

on 1 August 1950. The President (USSR) had prepared a provisional agenda

containing an item entitled "Recognition of the representative of the Central

People's Government of the People's Republic of China as the representative of

China." The President ruled at the outset of the meeting that the "Kuomintang"

representative did not represent China and could not participate in Council

sessions. This ruling was defeated by a vote of 3 in favour and 8 against;

and after discussion at the 481st meeting on 2 August, the Soviet resolution

was rejected for inclusion in the agenda at the 482nd meeting on 3 August.

Although not considered specifically, the issue of Chinese representation

entered into the Council's discussions in the fall of 1950, of the Korean

question, the complaint of armed invasion of Taiwan, and the complaint of

bombing by air forces of the territory of China. At its 520th meeting on

8 November 1950, the Council extended an invitation to the People's Republic

of China to be represented at the Council's discussion of the Korean question,

and a PRO representative addressed the Council at the 52?th meeting, 28 November,

when I the Korean and Taiwan invasion questions were combined on the agenda.

At the Council's 566th meeting, 10 November 1951, the USSR representative

questioned the right of the "Kuomintang" representative to serve as President

of the Council because he did not represent China. He was overruled by the

President.

The question of Chinese representation came before the Council again on

31 January 1955 in the 689th meeting. Before the adoption of the agenda the

USSR proposed that the "Kuomintang" representative should not be admitted
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to participate in the consideration of the items on the provisional agenda.

A counter-proposal by the United States would have the Council decide not to

consider any proposals to exclude the representatives of the Republic of China

or seat representatives of the People's Republic, which he moved should be

given priority over the Soviet motion. The U.S. motion for priority was adopted

by 10 votes to 1 (USSR) and the United States motion was also adopted by 10 votes

to 1 (USSR). Mo vote was taken on the Soviet proposal.

Again on 8 September 1955 (700th meeting) the President (China) declared

out of order a statement by the Soviet representative that only an appointee

of the People's Republic of China could be the legitimate representative of

China in the Security Council.

No other formal challenges to the seating of the representative of the

Republic of China have been made in the Council, but twice questions have been

raised during the course of meetings on other subjects which were directed to

the problem. The first such question was raised by Algeria in January 1968

(1387th meeting), when the Council asked the Secretary-General to review its

recent practice in regard to the credentials of its members. Following the

receipt of the Secretary-General's report on the Council's practice regarding

credentials (S/8365), the representative of Algeria asked on 16 February when

that report would be considered, and the President replied (1390th meeting)

in effect that it was the right of any representative to ask for consideration

of any question, including any report which the Council had requested from the

Secretary-General. In 1971, at the 1565th meeting on 9 February, the repre-

sentative of Somalia made a statement on the question- of the representation of

China and reserved his right to raise the matter at a future date. The

President took note of the statement, which was followed by those of several

other delegations.
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III. Method of bringing the matter before the Security Council

There are two possible means by which the question of Chinese representa-

tion might again be brought before the Security Council. One would be by

means of a formal request by one or more Member States for inscription of the

question on the agenda of the Council. The second would be by means of a

challenge to the credentials of the representative sitting in the chair

assigned to China, either by motion during any meeting or by inscription on

the provisional agenda.

(a) Formal request for inscription of the question of the representation
of China

A formal request for inscription of the item on the Council's agenda

would undoubtedly reflect the outcome of the consideration of the question

by the General Assembly at its twenty-sixth session. At the moment., the

Assembly has received two requests for inscription of the question on its

agenda: (l) the letter dated 15 July 1971 (A/8392) from Albania, Algeria,

Cuba, Guinea, Iraq, Mali, Mauritania, People's Democratic Republic of Yemen,

People's Republic of the Congo, Romania, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, United Republic

of Tanzania, Yemen, Yugoslavia and Zambia, asking for inclusion of an item

entitled "Restoration of the lawful rights of the People's Republic of China

in the United Nations", with which was transmitted a draft resolution providing

for the seating of the representatives of the People's Republic of China and

the expulsion of the representatives of Chiang--Kai-shekj and (2) the letter

dated 1? August 1971 (A/8442) from the United States asking for inclusion of

an item entitled "The Representation of China in the United Nations" and

explaining that the People's Republic of China should be represented and at

the same time provision should be made that the Republic of China is not

deprived of its representation.
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A formal request for Security Council consideration presented in the

event that the Assembly had adopted the first course of action would be likely

to be couched in language similar to that of the Albanian item. However, it

is doubtful that representatives of the Republic of China would attend a

Security Council meeting if such an item appeared on the provisional agenda

and the Assembly had already taken a decision regarding their expulsion. Thus

a debate or decision by the Security Council might be considered superfluous.=*

In the event that the Assembly had adopted a proposal based on the United

States suggestion, and thus there were a "two-Chinas" situation, the request

for Security Council consideration of the question might constitute a revival

of the Albanian approach, with a view to attaining its acceptance in a different

and possibly more favourable forum. It might also be formulated in such a way

as to seek simply the replacement of the Republic of China by the People's

Republic as a permanent member of the Security Council.

(b) Challenge to credentials

As may be seen from the historical summary given in Part II above, most

of the precedents in the Security Council1s previous dealings with the matter

have been based on a challenge to the right of the representative of the

Republic of China to represent China in the Council. While no challenge has

been successful thus far, the tenor of the statements made during past discussions

would indicate that most speakers took the position that the question at issue

was indeed a matter of credentials, and many made reference to the provisions

of rule 17 of the provisional rules of procedure.

Rule 17 states uAny representative on the Security Council, to whose

credentials objection has been made within the Security Council, shall continue

I/ Should the representatives of the Republic of China attend the Security
Council despite the Assembly's adoption of the Albanian draft resolution, any
Security Council considerations would inevitably be based on a credentials
challenge rather than on a formal agenda item.
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to sit with the same rights as other representatives until the Security

Council has decided the matter11.

This attitude of the members of the Council has a number of implications

which give some perspective to the situation which the Council may confront.

For one thing, it would seem to imply that the question is not so much a

strictly- political dispute or situation as it is primarily one of credentials

and hence procedural in nature. A second point is that rule 17 requires that

the Council take a decision on the matter. And finally the fact that the

matter falls within the purview of the provisional rules of procedure would

lend weight to the argument that the question is one of procedure rather than

of substance, and thus could be adopted by a wote of any nine members of the

Council, under Article 27 (2) of the Charter.

IV. The applicability of the "double veto"

T/Jhen it comes to the issue of filling China's seat on the Security

Council, two Articles of the Charter are vitally involved. Article 23,

which states that

"The Republic of China, France, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
and the United States of America shall be permanent members of the
Security Council ..."

and Article 27, which states

ul. Each member of the Security Council shall have one vote.
2. Decisions of the Security Council on procedural matters

shall be made by an affirmative vote of nine members.
3. Decisions of the Security Council on all other matters shall

be made by an affirmative vote of nine members including
the concurring votes of the permanent members".

Also of major importance in any Security Council proceedings on the

question is the determination as to whether the question before the Council

is a matter of procedure or one of substance. In this connexion the Council
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has been guided in the past by the "San Francisco Declaration" - the

"Statement by the Delegations of the Four Sponsoring Governments on Voting

Procedure in the Security Council11, made at San Francisco on 7 June 1945,

in which the permanent members of the Council expressed their general

attitude towards the whole question of unanimity of permanent members in the

decisions of the Security Council. The statement concluded by saying that

it would be unlikely that there would arise in the future any matter of

great importance on which a decision would have to be made as to whether

a procedural vote would apply. "Should, however, such a matter arise, the

decision regarding the preliminary question as to whether or not such a

matter is procedural must be taken by a vote of seven /later nine/ members

of the Security Council, including the concurring votes of the permanent

members."

Although paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Statement analyzing the Yalta voting

formula set forth a number of matters which are considered procedural in
on

character, nothing in its formulation touches in any way/the question of the

representation and credentials of members of the Security Council.

On the basis of the San Francisco Declaration and the practice of the

Security Council during its first twenty years, as set forth in the Repertoire

of the Practice of the Security Council, the votes taken in the Security

Council have been interpreted in such a way as to establish the procedural

character of the following issues:

1. inclusion of items in the agenda
2. Order of items on the agenda
3. Deferment of consideration of items on the agenda
4. Removal of an item from the list of matters of which the

Security Council is seized
5. Rulings of the President of the Security Council
6. Suspension of a meeting
7. Adjournment of a meeting
8. Invitation to participate in the proceedings
9. Conduct of business
10. Convocation of an emergency special session of the General Assembly.
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In the cases covered in the five volumes of the Repertoire, there are

only six instances of actual voting on the "preliminary question" to deter-

mine whether a decision before the Council was procedural or substantive in

character. An analysis of these cases shows that in the first four cases

the President of the Council (Mexico, Poland, USSR and France respectively)

declared that the questions were substantive since one or more permanent

members had voted against a motion to regard the principal resolution as

procedural. The final two cases had a contrary outcome, since in each of

those cases the President (United Kingdom and Italy, respectively) declared

that the principal resolutions had been found to be procedural, despite the

fact that a permanent member had voted against such a finding. On both

occasions the permanent member voting against the finding (China in the

first case, the USSR in the second) contested the President's ruling as in

violation of the San Francisco Statement.

While no similar case has arisen in the past relating precisely to the

substantive or procedural nature of a question concerning representation

or credentials, one of the precedents cited above does not contain elements

of similarity to that issue. In September 1950 (50?th meeting) the Council

was faced with a draft resolution to invite a representative of the People's

Republic of China to participate in the discussion. While in both the

San Francisco Statement and in the previous practice of the Council it had

been established that the issuance of invitations was a procedural matter,

it was contended by the representative of China that in this particular case

the matter was not procedural, since the San Francisco Statement referred to

the invitation of someone who was not a member of the Council as a procedural

matter, while in the present case, since China was a member of the Council

and there was a difference of opinion, the double veto procedure laid down
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in the Statement should be applied. As indicated above, the President

(United Kingdom) asked the Council to vote on whether it regarded the

earlier vote on the draft resolution extending the invitation to be proce-

dural, and then declared it adopted despite the negative vote of the repre-

sentative of China.

From the foregoing examples, it may be seen that no clear conclusion

can be drawn as to whether or not the double veto could be applied to a

proposal to replace one Chinese representative in the Security Council by

another. Much will depend upon the manner in which the proposal is put

forward, the attitude adopted by the occupant of the Presidential chair, and

the ability of any permanent members who consider such a matter substantive

to make their view prevail.

V. Conclusions

Consideration of the representation of China in the Security Council

will to a large extent be governed by the outcome of the proposals presented

to the General Assembly at its current session, despite all that has been

said, and rightly, about the rights and competence of the Security Council.

1. The first hypothesis on which Council consideration might be

based is that the Albanian resolution has been adopted by the General

Assembly, and that thus the Assembly has decided to seat the representatives of

the People's Republic of China and to expel the representative of the Republic

of China. In such a situation, it may be assumed that the Government of the

People's Republic of China will immediately submit credentials for its repre-

sentatives both to the United Nations and to the Security Council. The

Secretary-General would thereupon be required to submit a report to the

Security Council concerning these credentials, as required by rule 15 of
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the provisional rules of procedure, and undoubtedly in such a report he

would make reference to the resolution just adopted by the General Assembly

on the question. If at the next meeting of the Security Council the

representative of the People's Republic of China appeared and took China's

seat, and no representative of the Republic of China appeared there would

probably be some welcoming speeches and it would be considered that the

Secretary-General's report had been tacitly approved, as is customary with

other credentials reports. On the other hand, if the representative of the

Republic of China did turn up and claim China's seat, the Council would

clearly be faced with making a determination as to whtsdch set of credentials

for a representative of China were to be accepted. Thus the matter would

arise as a question of credentials, and accordingly arguments contending

that the question at issue was procedural would be more easily advanced

than in a case where some Member State asked for inscription of the question

of Chinese representation on the Council's agenda.

2. The second hypothesis which might face the Council would be a

situation in which the General Assembly had faced a deadlock on the Albanian

resolution and the United States' two-Chinas proposals.' In that event there

would have been no new decision of the General Assembly and the only repre-

sentative of China in the Assembly would be the representative of the Republic

of China. In such a case it would be difficult to challenge the credentials

of the representative of the Republic of China tacitly approved by the

Security Council for the past nine years, and those delegations seeking to

seat the representatives of the People's Republic of China might well find

that their best approach would be to seek inscription of the question of the

representation of China on the agenda and to fight the issue through on

political grounds in the hope that the composition of the Security Council

might be more favourable to their viewpoint than that of the General Assembly.
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3. Under the third hypothesis, the General Assembly would have already

decided to seat the representatives of the People's Republic of China but

not to expel the Republic of China. It has been reported ' that the United

States may add to its proposal a paragraph stating that the permanent

member's seat on the Security Council should be occupied by representatives

2/of the People's Republic of China.-' Based on the attitudes already announced

by the Governments of both the Republic of China and the People's Republic

of China, it might well turn out that neither Government would wish to. take

part in the United Nations if that Organization insisted on recognizing both

of them. In that case the seat of a permanent member of the Security Council

would be temporarily vacant.

However, the People's Republic of China might refrain from appointing

a representative to the Council in such circumstances and send in no creden-

tials. Consequently the representative of the Republic of China could

maintain that his credentials remained valid and continue to attend the

Security Council. In that case, it would require positive action in the

Security Council on a challenge to his credentials by those seeking the

seating of the representatives of the People's Republic of China. If the

challenge were successful the Council would then be faced with the voluntary

absence of a permanent member (the only precedent for this situation was

from January to August 1950 when the representative of the USSR was absent

from the Council).

The atmosphere in the United Nations might turn out to be such that

the representatives of the Republic of China would not attend the Security

Council; while the People's Republic of China would appoint a representative,

upon his arrival his credentials would be approved automatically by the

Council and no problem would arise.

2/ There are also reports that a second round of debate and action in the
General Assembly might be called for should the two-Chinas formula be
approved in the first instance.
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Finally, the possibility cannot be excluded that once the Assembly had•— j

pronounced itself in favour of the two-Chinas solution, both Chinese Govern-

ments would seek to occupy the permanent seat on the Security Council. In

that eventuality, no doubt the Council would again be faced with two sets

of credentials, and as indicated earlier, an effort might be made to

exercise a double veto to prevent the seating of the representative of the

People's Republic of China with all the implications which that entails.
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EXTERNAL RELATIONS OF

THE FEOPLE*S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 15. 1971

INTRODUCTION

1. The leadership of the People1s Republic of China has continued

to pursue an extremely active foreign policy course during this period.

Especial attention has "been paid to: (l) reaffirming China*s commitment

to its Asian "communist" allies; (2) improving the relations of the PRC

with certain marginal allies of both the United States and the Soviet

Union; (j) clarifying the Chinese posture on issues central to the

development of Sino-American relations; and (U) emphasizing the pre-

conditions for PRC participation in the United Nations. In essence,

China appears to be attempting to place itself in the strongest possible

bargaining position with respect to both the United States and the United

Nations,

2. The PRC has established formal diplomatic relations with three

countries, all of which had previously recognized the Republic of China:

Sierra Leone (29 July), Turkey (4 August) and Iran (l6 August). A

fourth State, Peru, has not yet concluded negotiations on formal relations,

but has already established a commercial office in Peking and has stated

that it will vote affirmatively on the question of PRC representation in

the United Nations. A fifth State, Togo, unilaterally declared that it

recognized the PRC on 10 September. Togo had previously recognized the

Republic of China.

3. Both the "remilitarization" of Japan and the development of a

Taiwan independence movement seem to be growing as spectres on the

Chinese horizon. The PRC has taken every possible opportunity to voice

its genuine concern on these matters, which can be expected to become

increasingly important factors in Chinese foreign policy decisions.
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DOMESTIC DEVELOPMENTS

4. On 26 August, Hsinhua announced that party committees had been

formed in Heilungkiang, Ningsia, Szechwan and Tibet, thus completing

the task of formally rebuilding the provincial party organizations. The

People*s Daily editorial of 27 August termed this "a most important

guarantee for continuing to strengthen party leadership and doing a

better job of fulfilling the fighting tasks set forth by the party*s

Ninth National Congress..*"

5.. Both the list of the final committees formed and several statements

in the editorial suggest that "localism" continues to be of concern to

the Central Government. Heilungkiang, Szechwan and Tibet are all "peripheral"

provinces which have frequently been suspected of being potential bases

for movements toward greater regional autonomy. While Peking*s formal

reassertion of control over these areas does mark a positive step in

rebuilding the party machinery, the Peoplers Daily emphasized that,

"It must not be assumed that contradiction and the struggle
between the two lines will no longer exist within the party
after the party consolidation and the establishment of new
party committees... Once established, the very party
committees at all levels must effectively strengthen
centralized leadership by the party... All party members
and all departments must enhance their concept of the
party, place themselves under the absolute leadership of
the party and reject the reactionary theory of many centres,
that is, the theory of no centre,"

While the problem should not be exaggerated, especially in view of the

positive function which the leadership attributes to such on-going

struggle between the two lines, these official statements are suggestive

of continued difficulty in reasserting Party (and Central) control in

certain sectors.

"Our Party is Advancing Vigorously", People*s Daily editorial
o£ 27 August in Pekig Review, No. §6, 3 September 1971.
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6. Similar "rebuilding" efforts seem to be proceeding in the economic

sphere, where-the existence of a new Ministry of Economic Affairs has

come to light. As its forerunner, the State Economic Commission, was

among those organizations most affected by political shifts, the formation

of the new ministry is a coicrete measure of the Governmentts achievements

in restoring functional bureaus to a more regularized state. It is

furthermore symbolic of the emphasis presently being placed on economic

development.

7. The leading role of the People1s Liberation Army in the rebuilding

process continues to be apparent. The Chinese leadership gave great

attention to the celebration of the anniversary of the founding of the

PLA, on 1 August, and highlighted the role presently being played by Huang

Yung-Sheng, PLA. Chief of Staff. In the only speech of the anniversary

reception, Huang discussed PRC policy in general, taking a very hard

line against any continued US presence in Asia, and reiterating the

PRC*s determination to "liberate" Taiwan. While it is difficult to sort

out any specificially "military-inspired" postures from those propounded

by the Government generally, the lack of any conciliatory remarks in

Huang*s speech may well reflect a predominant view among influential

military men on what Chinats position should be. The anniversary celebra-

tion was furthermore generally indicative of the special importance of

the PLA in this stage of "socialist construction". It is of interest that

Lin Piao was not present at the anniversary celebration.

8. While the cancellation of the National Day parade and the conspicuous

absence of various officials from .government functions has led to speculation

about changes within the top leadership, no specific information is as yet

available.

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

The Soviet Proposal for Five Power
Conference on Nuclear Disarmament

9. On JO July 1971, the Government of the PRC issued a statement

on the Soviet Government*s proposal for the convening of a conference

of the five nuclear powers. Explaining the Chinese refusal to participate

in such talks, the statement expressed the view that,

All countries in the world, big or small, should be
equal. .Matters affecting various countries in the world



should be jointly discussed and settled, "by all of them
and permit of no monopoly "by a few "big powers« This is
a principle guiding international relations -which all
countries must abide "by. The prevention of nuclear war,
the elimination of nuclear threats and the complete prohibi-
tion and thorough destruction of nuclear weapons are matters
affecting the peace and security of all countries of the
world, and a few nuclear countries have no right to brush
aside the majority of countries in the world and arbitrarily
hold a conference to consider and decide upon matters of
such great importance... China*s weapons are still in the
experimental stage, and at present she is not yet a nuclear
power, nor will she ever be a "nuclear superpower" practis-
ing the policies of nuclear monopoly, nuclear threats and
nuclear blackmail. At no time will China ever agree to
participate in the so-called nuclear disarmament talks between
the nuclear powers behind the backs of the non-nuclear coun-
tries. 2

10. Having framed the refusal in terms of China*s concern for the

interests of the small- and medium-sized states, the Government then

reiterated, the Chinese position on nuclear weapons:

Firstly, the Chinese Government has consistently
stood for the complete prohibition and thorough distruc-
tion of nuclear weapons; secondly, the Chinese Govern-
ment has declared on many occasions that at no time and
under no circumstances will China be the first to use
nuclear weapons; thirdly, the Chinese Government has
consistently stood for the convening of a summit confer-
ence of all countries of the world to discuss the question
of the complete prohibition and thorough destruction of
nuclear weapons and as the first step, to reach an agree-
ment on the non-use of nuclear weapons.

The Soviet Union

11. On 5 August, the Soviet Union and the ERG signed a new trade

and payments accord. Although details of the agreement have not been

released, it is assumed that it covers transaction for 1972. Despite

the implication that both sides desire to maintain at least minimal

state-to-state relations, the Sino-Soviet border talks appear to be

deadlocked, with the Chinese apparently deme.nding both that Soviet troop

concentrations along the border be reduced and an admission that the

NCWA International Service, 1200 GMT, 7 August 1971, emphasis
added.
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disputed territory had been gained by the Soviet Union through "unequal

treaties".

12. On 8 September, Hsinhua resumed its commentary on the Soviet Union

after a brief hiatus and termed Tass a "scandal-mongering news agency,"

noting that, "Doing anti-China propaganda by resorting to such base methods

repugnant to all upright people of the world, it can only go further to

reveal the inmost terror and darkness of the Soviet revisionist leading

clique." In the same article, Hsinhua charged the Soviet Union with

"unscrupulously selling out the sovereignty of the German Democratic Republic"

in the Four-Power Agreement on West Berlin.

Eastern Europe

IJ. The PRC has continued to emphasize its friendly relations with

Yugoslavia, Romania and Albania to the point where some observers have

termed the Chinese moves a "Balkan offensive". A Chinese military

delegation visited both Albania and Romania in August, participating in

the national day celebrations in the latter country. In the message

sent to Ceausescu by the Chinese leadership on the anniversary of the

liberation of Romania, the support of the PRC for Romania1s independent

foreign policy stance was reiterated.

"The Romanian people have consistently stood for
equality between all countries, big or small, firmly
opposed the imperialist power politics and threat of
aggression and bravely defended their national
independence and state sovereignty. We support and
praise this just stand of the fraternal Romanian
people and their spirit of daring to struggle."

1̂ -. Hsinhua has also given extensive coverage to statements on national

autonomy made by the Yugoslav and Romanian leaderships, including

Ceausescu1s 20 August speech at the Romanian Military Academy and the

19 August resolutions of the joint session of the Central Committee and

the State Council approving Ceausescu1s June visit to Asia.

15. Invitations for visits this year by Chinese delegations to

Yugoslavia and Romania have been accepted, offering a further opportunity

to affirm Chinese support for the stance of those countries, vis-a-vis

China and "national independence".
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16. A Chinese government communications delegation visited Poland

19-28 September.

. , Western Europe

17. On 2k August, it was announced that China would "buy six Trident

airliners from Britain and on 26 August the Chinese Vice-Minister of

Foreign Trade, Chou Hua-min was in London for talks with the British

aerospace minister. Such developments in the trade field are indicative

of the improving relations with Great Britain and should serve as a

further incentive to upgrading relations between the two countries to

the ambassadorial level.

18. The ERG has come out even, more explicitly in. favor of an enlarged

and strengthened EEC as reflecting "the realignment of the relations

among the Western capitalist nations". "The expansion of the West

European Common Market shows that the developing trend among major

capitalist countries in West Europe is to jointly oppose US imperialism".

19. A Chinese Government delegation led by Minister of Foreign Trade

Pai Hsiarfrkuo left an 27 September for an official visit to France.

North Africa and Africa

20. On 2 August, a joint communique" was issued on the visit of the

Algerian Government delegation led by Minister of Foreign Affairs

Bouteflika. Following the talks on bilateral relations, an agreement

on economic and technical cooperation was signed and the two sides agreed

to sign a long-term trade agreement. As the communique* noted, the two

sides had also had an exchange of views on international question of

common concern and had reached identical views. Consensus was expressed

on the dangers emanating from "the policy of hegemony and the division

of spheres of influence in the world" as well as an opposition to the

maintenance of foreign military bases and the presence of foreign armed

forces "which constitute a direct menance to the freedom of Afro-Asian

peoples..." It was further stressed that the visit had made a positive

contribution to "the Afro-Asian people's cause of unity against imperialism".
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Both sides reaffirmed their support for the struggle of the Palestinians

for restoration of their national rights and for the recovery of occupied

Arab territory. The Chinese stand on "one China" and the United Nations

were reiterated. While no new announcements were made regarding either

the Palestinians or the United Nations, both were probably high on the

agenda of the talks. The Chinese may well have expressed views favoring

the subsequent decision of the Palestine Liberation Organization to go

"underground" as well as expressing their disapproval of the splinterism

of the guerrillas and the uneven support of the other Arab states. In

this connexion, it is of interest that a Jord̂ anian group, led by former

Prime Minister Sulayman Nabulsi, visited Peking simultanious with the

visit of a Palestine Liberation organization delegation in late September.

21. The particular attention paid to the Arab States during this

period was also emphasized by the visit of a UAR Government trade

delegation to China at the end of July, during which a trade and payments

agreement was signed, and by the Chinese response to the attempted

coup in Sudan. While Hsinh.ua gave only a brief factual outline of the

events in the Sudan, it was reported that Mao and Al-Nimeiry subsequently

exchanged "important messages". The Chinese leadership has made it known

that it was very much opposed to the "superpower hegemony" in the area

and may have used this opportunity to give its support for moves aimed

at lessening Soviet influence among the Arab States, in the name of

national independence and noninterference.

22. A Somali Government delegation visited China in August and

on 14 August China and the People's Republic of Yemen signed a series

of aid talks relating to the construction of a road, bridge and drilling

wells in Yemen.

2J. On 20 August, the PRC declared its recognition of Bahrain and,

on 10 September, of Qatar.

24. The PRC leadership seems to be making a point of cultivating

its relations with the Middle Ea&ern States. These overtures appear

to reflect both a specific desire to increase Chinal's influence in this

area of superpower competition and the more generalized goal of moving

towards the acceptability of China to the parties to major international

disputes.
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Asia

25. The PRC has made a concerted effort to reassure its Asian allies

of Chinars continuing support and to improve its relations with other

selected Asian States. On 31 July, Le Due Tho arrived in Peking on his

way from Paris to Hanoi and held talks with Chou En-lai, leaving China

on 2 August. On ~5 August a People * s Daily commentary made it clear that

the PRC would not support a reconvening of the Geneva Conference against

the wishes of its allies, stating

"The key to the solution of the Indochina question
lies in the total and unconditional withdrawal of the US
aggressor troops and its accomplice troops from Indo-
china, leaving the Indochinese people to solve themselves
their own problems... The question at present is not one
of convening any new Geneva Conference. It is up to
US imperialism to withdraw its aggressor troops from
the whole of Indochina totally, unconditionally and
immediately... The solution of the Indochina issue is
out of the question if this demand is not met." J

Wot only did the Chinese "backtrack on the question of a conference but

they furthermore indicated that they would unite behind the Indochinese

States on procedures for attaining peace, by firmly supporting "every

just stand of theirs regarding the solution of the Indochina issue.

This we have done and are still doing, and so we shall continue to do."

The success of Chinese efforts to reassure North Vietnam was indicated

by the visit to China of a DRV National Assembly delegation and by the

fanfare with which the 26th anniversary of the DRV was hailed in Peking.

26. It would appear that periodic Sino-North Vietnamese consultations

are being emphasized as Madame Binh was also in Peking 16-20 September on

her way from - Paris to the DRV. A PRC Foreign Ministry statement of 2k

September strongly denounced the recent U.S. air attacks on Worth Vietnam

and a PRC Government delegation led by Li Hsien-nien was in Vietnam 2̂ -28

September. An agreement on Chinese economic and military aid to the DRV

for 1972 was signed in Hanoi 27 September.

27. The leadership of North Korea seems to have been similarly

reassured regarding Chinese intentions. For example, PRC leaders
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have repeatedly denounced growing Japanese militarism and Japanese involve-

ment in South Korea and have linked a normalization in Sino-American

relations with a settlement in Korea, including a total pullout of American

troops stationed there. A BERK trade delegation was in Peking in August,

with an agreement on economic cooperation signed 15 August, and on l8

August a high ranking DERK military delegation arrived in China. On 6

September, an agreement under which the ERG would supply military aid

gratis to the DPRK was signed in Peking.

28. In addition, the PRO has moved to improve its relations with

both Burma and Malaysia. We Win visited China from J-12 August and

was given an especially warm reception including a meeting with Mao

Tse-tung and a journey to South China accompanied by Chou En-lai.

While the substance of the talks held was not revealed, both sides

expressed the view that the visit marked a significant step in the

improvement of Sino-Burmese relations, which had been at a virtually

standstill since 1967.

29. An unofficial trade delegation of the China Council for the

Promotion of International Trade was in Malaysia from 22-28 August, returning

a similar Malaysian visit to China in May, arrL was received by the Malaysian

Prime Minister Razak. In addition to holding talks on the establishment

of direct trade between the two countries, certain current transactions

were agreed upon.

30. The ERG Government has continued its efforts to better its relations

with a wide variety of Japanese groups while stressing its opposition to

the Sato Government. A delegation of the non-partisan Japanese'__

Dietmen's League for Promoting the Restoration of Japan-China Relations,

a delegation of new LDP Dietmen, a group from the JCP (left) and a private

economic delegation were all in China in the latter part of September.

The United States

Jl. Few really significant developments in PRC policy toward the US

have been apparent during this period. Rather the PRC has concentrated

on improving its bargaining position vis-a-vis the US and in reiterating

its posture on certain basic issues.
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32. United States policies on Indochina, Taiwan and the United Nations

have all "been subject to regular attacks, with the PEC leadership making

a point of its unwillingness to "bargain11 bilaterally on Indochina. In

an interview with a Yugoslav journalist in August, Chou En-lai stated

uncategorically that

"The first demand that must be fulfilled is bring-
ing the Indochina war to an end and pulling all the US
and their troops out of that area. The US Administration
has to grasp it that, if it wishes a tension-easing in
the Far East, the US troops should withdraw from Taiwan,
the Taiwan Straits, South Korea, and Japan and Thailand as
well but, first of all, from Indochina. 4

33- The PEC has begun to delineate the theoretical framework in which

it places the Nixon visit. Harking back to the united front tactics of

the 19̂ -0*3, the policy has been described as "uniting with forces that

can be united with while isolating and hitting at the most obdurate

enemies."

3^. The Chinese press has devoted a great deal of attention to US

domestic policies and developments in the international monetary system,

interpreting both as signs of a furthr decline of US power and prestige.

Speaking at a banquet on 27 August, Chou En-lai emphasized that "the

whole world is in the midst of a great upheaval" and that "the United

States imperialist position of hegemony established after ¥orld War II

has been shaken to its very foundation and the imperialist colonial

position is collapsing." As the Chinese have consistently paid particular

attention to negative developments in the United States, the present

coverage is not pa^ticuHg-ly unusual, yet it does illustrate the seemingly

sincere Chinese belief in the long-term weaknesses of the United States,

and in the inability of that country's leadership to act constructively

in the context of rapid change. Maoist philosophy has always stressed

the need to take advantage of tension and upheaval, manipulating them

for ones benefit. The present response is an alliance of small and medium

countries to balance and challenge the "failing" superpowers.

k Belgrade, Tanjug International Service, 13*1-3 GMT, 26 August 1971.
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35. The Chinese have continued to cultivate people-to-people diplomacy,,

especially with respect to scientific personnel, as illustrated by the

visits of an American physicist and several American physicians to China.

This is undoubtedly a move strongly urged and supported by the Chinese

scientific community, which was visibly isolated from exchanges of technical

knowledge during the Cultural Revolution period. Several members of the

American Black Panther Party are also presently visiting China.

The United Nations

36. The PEG has continued to work for representation in the United

Nations by strengthening its bilateral relations and generally increasing

its acceptability to Hie world community. "\Yet it has also stated repeatedly

that it will not acquiesce to a "two-Chinas" ..solution. On 20 August, the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued an official statement in response to

the 17 August US request for the inclusion of an item "The Representation

of China in the United Nations." The siatement declared that,

"Should a situation of "two Chinas", "one China, one Taiwan"
or "the status of Taiwan remaining to be determined" or
any other similar situation occur in the United Nations,
the Government of the People's Republic of China will have
absolutely nothing to do with the United Nations. This just stand
of the Chinese Government is unshakable."

The PRC further explained the juridical basis for its refusal, emphasizing

that non-interference in internal matters was a cardinal principle

of the Charter, and denouncing the willful distortion of such principles

by the U.S. "All sovereign states cannot but firmly oppose such truculence

of acting as an overlord and using the United Nations to practise power

politics." The PRC Government finally stated that it believed the 18-

power draft resolution proposed by Albania, Algeria and others would

"eventually!! be victorious.

37. All indications suggest that the rejection of "two Chinas"

is considered non-negotiable by the PRC leadership, even should the

victory of its position be only "eventually" realized. It is of interest

A/8U2, 17 August 1971
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that the UN Charter is referred to in support of the ERG position,

and that the practice of "power politics" is condemned, in a clear

appeal for the small and medium countries to act on their right to reach

an independent decision.

38. The PEG media has continued to follow closely the consideration

of the agenda items on China in the General Committee and the course of

the general debate.

•*
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THE CHINESE REPRESENTATION DECISION:
ITS SIGNIFICANCE AND PROBABLE EFFECTS

The most immediate effect of the decision to restore its lawful rights

to the People's Republic of China would seem to be the overwhelming sense

of relief that finally the United Nations was able to dispose of an issue

that for two decades seemed to have defied solution. Apparent also was the

sense of mild astonishment at the sudden collapse of the United States

position and its inability to gain time or to stem the momentum of the

proceedings as it moved toward the dramatic climax. The astonishment was

all the more poignant in view of the self assurance with which the

United States approached the closing phases of the discussion, confident

that its "important question resolution" had enough "firm commitments" to

ensure at a minimum a slim margin of victory. That events had moved so

decisively against the United States will undoubtedly have significant

repercussions in the United Nations, but even more significant will be the

overall effects of the representation decision in several key policy areas.

In the first place that decision reinforced the global trend of the

declining prestige and influence of the United States not only among its

principal allies but also even among the smaller and uncommitted states,

who generally supported the United States on matters of principle, as was

evident in the widespread support that its China policy commanded in the

past. Ironically the result of the vote might be doubly satisfactory to

the People's Republic of China, who for a number of years had condemned

the United Nations as a tool of the United States who whenever it wished

could organize "mechanical majorities" on issues of its choosing. Now the

People's Republic of China may be obliged to admit that this is simply

no longer true and that the United Nations finally may have been freed from

United States domination. This in turn could sharply modify China's

attitude toward the prevaling balance of power in the United Nations and

render her policies far more accommodating than^it otherwise might be.

The decision also raises certain fundamental questions about the

management and direction of the overall United States strategy regarding the

representation question. Already observers have expressed the view that a
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number of tactical errors were made by United States representatives and

that the "pressure politics" employed in the final phases of the debate proved

to be counter-productive especially among those states •who were identified as

targets for special attention. It is secondary that this might prove to be

a defeat for the relatively new United States Ambassador to the United Nations

and hardly a reflection on his diplomatic abilities. Where management of

United States strategy is more critically at issue is in connexion with the

sharply divergent policies Washington appear to have been pursuing within a

highly compressed time frame. Its credible efforts at normalizing relations

with the People's Republic of China together with its sudden switch from

prime opponent to co-sponsor representation was cast in doubt by its support

for the continued representation of the Nationalists. This in turn created

immense confusion in the minds of a number of states as to exactly what kind

of outcome Washington desired on this question or just what Washington's

priorities were — . The burden of choice seemed to have shifted from Washington

to other states. In this connexion the comment of one representative would

seem highly relevant. He remarked that Washington, having placed itself in

an extremely untenable position from which it could not gracefully extricate

itself, left us with only one option, that of rescuing it from its difficulty.

Consequently, the decision far from being a defeat for the United States

served in effect to extricate that country from the maze of contradictions

in which it found itself. Whatever the validity of this argument it is

clear that Washington's initiative towards the People's Republic of China

arid the presence of its Chief Adviser on National Security Affairs -'in

I/ Some observers are of the view that Washington seemed to have decided
that improved relations with the People's Republic of China took precedence
over continued representation of the Nationalists in the United Nations, but
that while the latter was of secondary importance, it could create a problem
for Mr. Nixon domestically.

2/ Mr. Kissinger's presence in Peking at this time served to undercut support
for the United States position in at least one significant respect. It should
be recalled that in the weeks immediately preceding the discussions there
were widespread rumours of serious political struggle within the People's
Republic of China. Had these been allowed to go unabated it seems highly probable
that a number of states would have adopted a "wait and see" attitude before
agreeing to representation at this time. Mr. Kissinger's visit however, greatly
enhanced the Chinese position by suggesting that things were operating close to
normal in that country and that the Chinese leaders were determined to pursue
their policy of rapprochement with the United States.
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Peking during the discussion served considerably to soften the blow of the

decision. "What, therefore, may have been a parliamentary loss for Washington

at the United Nations, could easily result in major political gains in its

dealings with Peking.

There are however, likely to be intermediate and long term effects

of this parliamentary defeat on United States attitudes towards the United Rations.

Already a number of high United States officials feel a sense of betrayal -

as it were a "second loss of China - and have expressed outrage at the outcome

of the proceedings and this is bound to have repercussions on United States

policy towards the United Nations. Mr. Nixon himself had inadvertently

encouraged an anti-United Nations backlash by his own reaction toward the

conduct of the Members on hearing the outcome of the vote. While officially no

retaliation- is immediately contemplated it is highly probable that Washington

will reassess its relations with the United Nations as well as modify its

strategies in the use of the Organization. Whether this will result in a

decline of the United Nations in United States policy calculations is at

this time problematic. A number of observers are of the view that already

the United Nations was very low in United States policy estimates and it

could not be much lower unless Washington would become completely passive.

At the same time any repiisa]̂ . against the United Nations by the United States

as a result of Chinese representation, might be construed by the People's

Republic of China as an unfriendly act and could very well place China in

the position of defender of United Nations independence.

But the decision is significant at a number 6f other policy levels.

For example, it undoubtedly will serve to legitimize Peking's claim to

speak for the Chinese as their sole representative and could in time undermine

the basis of United States support for Taiwan. As long as Taiwan remained
i

in the United Nations, Washington could justify support in the name of the

sovereign rights of states to self defense and the authority of the Nationalist

Government to exercise that right. Now, however, the situation immediately



reverts to the status of an "internal matter" with the Nationalist Government

status very much in doubt and its survival very much in question. United States

defense commitments therefore to that regime will now "be exposed to charges

of intervention in the internal affairs of China and the principal obstacle

preventing the two entities from normalizing relations with each other.

Whether,however, this will precipitate the withdrawal of United States forces

from Taiwan, therefore, ending what Peking claims to be the occupation of its

territory, is another matter.

In terms of the immediate impact of the United Nations decision, Japan

seems to have been hardest hit. Its relations with the United States had

already been strained, its economic policies have been challenged by

Washington, now not only did it find itself to back a losing cause but to

have supported Washington with no particular quid pro quo in terms of its

own interests. Japan seemed to have gained nothing in the process and may

have unduely antagonized the People's Republic of China.

"While the question of the implications of the entry of the People's

Republic of China is more properly the subject of another study it might

be remarked at this stage that the decision now clears the way for Peking's

formal involvement in the election of a Secretary-General. In this connexion

it will be interesting to know what his reaction would be if Peking would

request U Thant to remain for another term. On the other hand a major road-

block to its participation in the Human Environment Conference in Stockholm

has been cleared and a number of states have been gratified at this prospect,

realizing that the chances of meaningful environmental action would depend

to a great measure on the effective co-operation of the People's Republic

of China.

Finally, the decision is significant in that it has changed fundamentally

the mood of the Organization. There is now present an air of cautious optimism

that suddenly the United Nations will move again or as U Thant put it the

decision was a step forward. With China out of the Organization it is generally
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realized that the United Nations would not be able to fulfill its global

mission, that the exclusion was un-natural and that its capabilities had been

fundamentally impaired. With this action the Organization will now closer

correspond to realities of international policies and will be in touch with

all the major centres of the world power. For a number of states the

decision reflects an emerging world trend of a new sense of realism among

statesmen and a new determination to solve certain of the problems associated

with World War II and the Cold War. While it might be too early to tell,

it seems possible that the United Nations might be joining this trend.
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The PRC's Reaction to the Adoption by the General Assembly of the

"Albanian" Resolution

1. Since the adoption, on 25 October, of the resolution to change

the representation of China in the United Nations,-' the PRC leadership

has issued several statements giving its interpretation of the outcome

of the Assembly voting. TOiile the actual performance of the new Chinese

delegation will provide a more substantive basis for evaluating the PRC's

position on issues before the current Assembly, these initial reactions

are illustrative of the perspective through which the PRC leaders are

viewing the UN as it begins to participate in the work of the Organization.

2. According to the Statement of the Government of the People's

Republic of China, issued 29 October,

The outcome of the voting at the present session of
the UN General Assembly reflects the general trend of
the peoples of the world desiring friendship with the
Chinese people. At the same time, it indicates that
the one or two superpowers are losing ground daily in
engaging in truculent acts of imposing their own will
on other countries and manipulating the United Nations
and international affairs. 2/

3. These two themes-(l) the growing desire for friendship with

the Chinese people and relations with the Chinese state and (2) the

declining ability of the superpowers to manipulate and monopolize

the Organization - have been emphasized in every Chinese comment on

the events.

k. In essence, the PRC leadership views the vote as a victory

not only for China proper but also for the Chinese view on the direction

in which international relations are developing.

All countries big or small, should be equal, the affairs
of a country must be handled by its own people; the affairs
of the world must be handled by all the countries of the
world; the affairs of the United Nations must be handled
jointly by all its member states — this is the irresistible
trend of history in the world today. The restoration of the
legitimate rights of the People's Republic of China in the
United Nations is a manifestation of this trend. ~%J

I/ General Assembly resolution 2758 (XXVl)
2/ Peking, NCWA International Service in English 1858 GTT 29 Oct.1971,

Statement of the Government of the People's Republic of China
5/ Ibid.
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5. China1s victory, furthermore, was the defeat of the United States
W

which had thus "sustained a big fiasco,"—' in the bankruptcy of its policy

to prevent the restoration of China's rights. Denouncing the U.S. reaction

to the vote, NCNA noted that:

No matter how it becomes exasperated and flies in a rage,
and no matter how much political pressure it is going to
exert on dollar blackmail it is going to make, U.S.
imperialism can by no means alter the trend of history
that gone forever are the days when one or two superpowers
could impose their will on the medium - sized and small
nations by means of power politics. £/

"It has lifted a rock only to drop it on its own feet, which has resulted

in repeated defeats and increasing isolation." —

6. The vote was similarly seen as a defeat for Japanese policy,

and especially for the Sato Government, with which the ERG Government

has said it could not deal.* Yet of all of the States which voted against

the Albanian resolution only the United States and Japan have been mentioned

specifically by name, in a seeming attempt to keep condemnation on this

decided issue at a minimum.

7. The Chinese view on the effect of the vote on their claim to

Taiwan has been somewhat ambivalent. On the one hand it has been stated

that the vote "bore out the fact that most of the countries, with the

exception of a handful of U.S.-Japanese reactionaries, recognize that the

Government of the People's Republic of China is the sole legitimate

government of China and that Taiwan is an inalienable part of China's
7/territory.IU- Yet, on the other hand, the Chiiese Government asserts that

since the vote the USA and Japan have increased their efforts toward

creating an independent Taiwan. "While instigating the representatives

of the Chiang Kai-shek clique to hang on in some specialized agencies

of the United Nations, they are even vainly attempting to let the Chiang

Kai-shek clique worm its way back into the United Nations under the name
8/

of a so-called 'independent Taiwan!.'*— It is in this connexion that the

PRC has demanded the expulsion of Chiang Kai-shek's representatives from

y Peking NCNA 06j2 GMT 28 October 1971, People's Daily, 28 October."The Historical
Trend is Irresistible.1*

£/ Peking NCNA 0226 GMT 2 November 1971
6/ Peking NCNA 022Q GMT 27 October 1971
ll Ibid.
8/ Statement of the Government of the People's Republic of China, 29 Oct. 1971.
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all UN-related agencies and has reiterated its determination to

literate Taiwan.

8. Finally the Chinese Government has begun to define the role

which it will "be playing within the United Nations. Noting that

aggression and interference in other's internal affairs are incompatible

with the UN Charter, the PRC has juxtaposed the imperialists1 indulgence

in such acts with their own support for national liberation and opposition

to foreign interference. Acting Foreign Minister Chi Peng-fei reaffirmed

the revolutionary orientation of his Government^ policy saying "An

increasing number of countries are determined to become the masters of

their own destinies. Countries want independence, nations want libera-

tion and people want revolution — this has become an irresistible
9/trend of the world today, which is accelerating the advance of history.1'̂

9. Yet Chinese comments on their future position have gone beyond

this statement of common aims with the Third World, to an even broader-

based appeal to general principles.

The Government of the People's Republic of China
will stand together with all the countries and
peoples that love peace and justice and, together
with them, struggle for the defense of the national
independence and state sovereignty of various
countries and the cause of safeguarding international
peace and promoting human progress. 10/

10. 'While any attempt to project Chinats future behavior in the

UN on the basis of two such general statements would be unjustified,

several conceptual observations might be made. The PRC leadership

has generally prefaced such remarks by noting that China had suffered

enough from imperialist oppression and that she would never be a super-

power bullying other countries. The Chinese Government does seem to see

a potential congruence of interest with the less developed countries and

it is on the basis of this shared experience rather than any criteria of
power that China would base her claim to leadership. This is tte first

factor which would differentiate Chinese leadership from "superpower

£/ Peking NCNA 2DkO GMT, 3 November 1971.
10/Ibid.. also in Statement of the Chinese Government, ?9 October 1971.



manipulation and monopoly."

11. The second differentiating factor is implied in statements that

"independence, liberation and revolution" are trends in the world today.

These phenomena have not been defined as goals of Chinese policy, nor

have the Chinese styled themselves as the initiators or sole defenders of

revolution. Rather they seem to have stated the context in which they

perceive themselves working. In so far as revolutionary aims are a

generally-shared "basis for an alliance "between the small and medium-sized

countries, China will form a part of that alliance. Yet while China has

committed itself to the revolutionary view when it is genuinely shared by

a group of states, she has not committed herself to exercising pressure

to create such a grouping. Rather China's leaders seem for the present

to have ruled out such overt leadersMp in favour of a simple commitment

to support the less powerful in the achievement of their self -defined

goals. Such a limited formulation of the FRC's present leadership role

leaves a great amount of room for maneuver in the formulation of positions

on specific issues and postpones the possible definition of a more dynamic

role to the time when the PRC has a clearer view of actual interaction

in the U.N.

* * *


